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0. Introduction

What  does  it  take to  improve societal  resilience to  risks  that  are  due to  technological  and 

scientific innovation? How can we ensure that the individuals on the front lines of new risks from 

new technologies,  such as  doctors  and patients  in  the  field  of  bioengineering,  can  reliably  act 

morally  and  prudently  in  absence  of  institutional  or  organizational  support,  can  identify  risks 

appropriately and in time to prevent risks from escalating? This thesis will argue that contemporary 

efforts in the Assessment and Management of Risks – AMR – fail to appropriately appreciate the 

nature and urgency of the problem. Indeed, many risks cannot be dealt with sustainably through 

institutional or organisational means, and thus a neurocultural individualist ecosystems approach to 

AMR – or NIEMAR, for short – consisting of the education of the individual qua individual, seeks 

to address this issue. It is the concern with growth of character that links this proposal to a specific 

type of moral education as one of the many possible pathways towards the stated goal. Furthermore, 

the case will be made that the kind of changes needed to handle problems about tomorrow that 

today  sound  almost  esoteric,  are  in  fact  practical  problems  that  should  have  been  dealt  with 

yesterday.

Thus, the first  chapter will try and summarise how AMR has evolved and changed. It will  

illustrate how the meta-debate has been circling the issue of technocracy, around the pros and cons 

of this particular view of governance in the context of risks. The technocracy debate here means the 

balancing act between the rule of, and by, experts, versus the rule of all. The latter half of this 

chapter will then introduce existing work that shows some similarities with what is proposed here,  

and  which  makes  up  much  of  the  existing  pragmatic  proposals  for  the  development  of  an 

individualistic  approach.  First,  studies  of  Risk  Intelligence  and  the  concept  of  meta-cognition. 

Second, the Virtue Ethics approach to Risk. Third, the defence and assessment of Risk heuristics.

The second chapter will go into a more extensive explanation and definition of an individualist 

approach,  illustrated  by  the  kind  of  work  that  has  already  been  done  that  proves  both  the 

effectiveness and need for increased investment in projects aimed at  the individual.  I  will  then 

continue to argue that, because of the speed of scientific and technological change, we are seeing 

changes in  the nature of the human experience of their  existence as humans,  which I  will  call 

lifeworlds, that makes an investment in the individual increasingly essential. Thus, this second part 

will try to explain what definition of individualism is used in this thesis. For although the layman's 
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definition of individualism will be enough to understand the more direct and obvious measures one 

could take in AMR, such as those proposed by Gerd Gigerenzer and Dylan Evans; the more indirect 

and significant measures argued for here require a much more detailed description. 

The third chapter will start by summarising some empirical work that strengthens the view of 

the individual and civilisation covered in the second chapter, i.e. that the latter is the prerequisite of 

the former, that they form a feedback loop, and that this process has been, overall, a virtuous circle. 

Indeed, for many, the idea of progress, let alone moral progress, is hard to accept (Rorty, 2007). 

However,  NIEMAR relies  on  the  possibility  and reality  of  accumulating  convergent  individual 

progress, an idea which is also vital to be able to consider the subsequent ideas for moral education 

as a non-futile endeavour. For, the attempt at training individuals to be capable of autonomous AMR 

requires that they reliably put such inherently potential skill into actual use. This requires moral 

education that promotes moral progress while avoiding moral dictation. Thus I borrow the concept 

of  a  ‘neurocultural  ecosystem’,  an  existing  label  used  in  the  interdisciplinary  field  of  cultural 

neuroscience (Han, 2013) for those parts of a person’s environment, primarily shaped or shape-able 

by culture,  that  affect  the brain’s structure in significant  ways,  such as the ability to  reason or 

engage in moral reflections (Zigler, 2015, pts. 1, 55/94-76/94). To pursue NIEMAR, therefore, is to 

actively pursue changes in daily life that promote the development of the skills and character traits 

involved in  competent  AMR on an individual  level,  that  then  function  independently of  social 

structures or legal frameworks. 

Finally, I will conclude by summarising and caveating the thesis. As many issues will remain 

unaddressed, I will only be able to give a few mentions of the most significant obstacles that I can 

already see to what is proposed here.
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1. Relevant Risk Management literature

1.01 Short historical overview

 

Where  the  field  of  AMR is  concerned,  there  have  been significant  changes  in  the  general 

theories and practices over the past few decades, and this history informs the arguments that are in 

play  today  and why a  different  or  complementary  approach is  needed  in  the  first  place.  It  is, 

therefore, useful to start with a short account of this history. One caveat to mention is that the AMR 

literature has a scattered origin, meaning that analyses remain part of various academic and non-

academic  disciplines,  each  with  their  criteria  and  concerns.  AMR has  only  relatively  recently 

become a ‘somewhat' defined area of study, thus communication between experts can be difficult. 

There  are  philosophers  but  also  sociologists,  cognitive  scientists,  economists,  psychologists, 

mathematicians, etc. Each has different views on what risk is, and how to curtail it. As such, key 

terms  don't  always  mean the  same thing,  which  in  turn  hinders  a  comparative  analysis  of  the 

literature. Thus, I will restrict myself to describing the history and origin of the ongoing debate 

between the two main conceptual groups of approaches to AMR. First, those that believe in the 

power and necessity of experts to do all or the majority of the assessment and management of risks 

in society. Second, those that believe communities should be doing all or most of this work. 

In  this  short  overview,  it  is  the  concept  of  Risk  as  something  potentially  mastered  and 

controlled that is a defining feature of debate and scholarship as immediately recognisable to us 

today (Bernstein,  1996; Melendez et  al,  2010). Therefore,  I will  take this  concept of Risk as a 

starting point, one which matured around the end of the 19th century with the work done by Max 

Weber and Emile Durkheim. Observing the changes in society caused by industrialisation,  they 

hypothesised that  modern  industrialised societies  would not  function  properly if  these societies 

didn't  also  become  increasingly  bureaucratic  and  reliant  upon  experts.  This  hypothesis  was  a 

warning,  not  a  recommendation.  Indeed,  Weber  and  Durkheim  argued  that  this  evolution 

highlighted  the  increasing  necessity  of  political  supervision  and  power  over  said  experts  and 

bureaucrats. Thus, their ‘decisionist model' of policy-making, was straightforward. The politicians, 

informed by societal values, should set the goals to be achieved. The experts should figure out the 

possible means to said goals, with the social sciences then providing recommendations for policy 

decisions  (Millstone,  2010,  p.  2).  For  example:  politicians  desire  to  expand  and  increase  the 
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profitability of a major harbour, experts work out the technical ways to do this, the social sciences  

then work out the details and recommend changes in laws or policies to implement the project as 

efficiently as possible. 

This model of decision-making had two significant problems. Firstly, it relied on officials and 

experts acquiring and retaining “comprehensive, secure, and reliable knowledge, understanding and 

information with which to reach singular and prescriptive conclusions” (Millstone, 2010, p. 3). This 

characteristic made the model unsuited to deal with situations where scientific understanding was 

lacking, incomplete, or contested. Secondly, the model relied on a relatively static view of societal 

change. Indeed, the political goal setting might work when risks are predictable and slow to change. 

However, the accelerating rate of change which typifies industrialised and industrialising societies 

made a  constant  feedback-loop between scientific  experts  and politicians  vital  for  proper  goal-

setting, which would violate the separation between scientists and politics that Weber and Durkheim 

found crucial in their model (Millstone, 2010, p. 4). Thus, taking the separation between experts and 

policymakers to be unrealistic, proponents of what came to be known as the ‘technocratic model' 

defended the idea that policy should, therefore, be primarily based on scientific expertise.

The main proponents  that  developed this  approach were positivists,  initially  formulated by 

sociologists such as Henri de Saint-Simon and Auguste Comte. They recommended technocracy 

instead of warning against it  (Weingart,  1999, pp. 153–155). Under this view, the only role for 

politicians would be to find the best scientists and experts for the jobs that existing experts judged 

important. It  is a view that believes science and facts to be objective in the meaning of value-

neutral. It allows that there may be practical limitations to wholly reliable and certain knowledge 

relevant to a policy issue, but it does not allow such limitation in principle. This made the approach 

very unpopular with non-hardcore positivists, primarily for the reason that there are few knowledge 

claims in science that are not contestable because incomplete or open to a range of interpretations 

(Millstone,  2010,  p.  5).  At  the  same  time,  irrespective  of  the  conditions  under  which  the 

technocratic model might be a workable approach, in practice it is rhetorically abused in specific 

contexts, a phenomenon that has been called ‘blame avoidance' (Hood & Rothstein, 2001): when 

members of government claiming to have done nothing but follow what their expert advisors had 

told them to do. There are many instances when politicians assert following the technocratic model 

to underline the legitimacy of their actions when they did not actually follow it. This has had the 

effect  of opponents of Technocratic  approaches engaging in strawman argumentation,  failing to 
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distinguish examples of the Technocratic model from examples of blame avoidance (Wallace et al, 

1995; Beetham et al, 1999, pp. 16-22) .

We had to wait for the 1980s for general practice to truly shift away from the technocratic 

model. To a large extent, we owe this shift to the US National Research Council's publication that 

would be popularly known as the ‘red book model' (Mitchell, 2017), or the ‘inverted decisionist 

model' so-called because it is an inversion of Weber and Durkheim's decisionist model. Put simply: 

scientists,  insolated  from  politics,  do  the  Risk  assessment  of  what  they  find  most  relevant, 

politicians derive policy from these assessments through a balancing act of values, interests, and 

material/practical  limitations,  with  the  social  sciences  mostly  limited  to  the  role  of  Risk 

communication. It is fundamentally a mixed approach that has some technocratic elements to it, and 

indeed allows for some technocratic rhetorical abuses as mentioned above. It is based on an ideal of  

science independent of politics, which is the primary source of criticism of this approach (Millstone, 

2010, p. 7). 

Indeed, despite the red book model being widely used both in the EU and the WTO, the fact 

that this approach lives or dies on the complete insulation of science from politics is a significant  

challenge, both in practice where funding follows politics, and in principle where scientists  are 

people with convictions and biases too. Finally, despite some minor efforts at treating the issue of  

uncertainty in the assessment and management of risks, it is still recognised as falling short (NRC, 

1983; NRC 2009; . NRC, 2011). This is important because, as Luhman has recently and extensively 

argued  in  his  treatment  of  ‘high  technology’  (2017),  contemporary  efforts  in  the  field  are 

particularly motivated by the urgent need to get a grip on the uncertainties related to technological 

and scientific innovation. 

What  is  known  as  the  dynamic  or  co-dynamic  model  of  AMR  tries  to  deal  with  these 

shortcomings (Saunders, 2003). It accepts that science is intimately connected to all parts of society, 

including politics, and tries to control for this by making the process and the people/institutions 

democratically  accountable.  It  furthermore  abandons  the  one-way  influence  assumed  by  the 

previous models. For example, although it is true that science is influenced by politics, that does not 

mean that science is defined by politics, nor that science, in turn, doesn't also influence politics. It is  

a way of mapping influence that is fundamentally non-fatalistic: bias is not fatal as long as you map 

it, stay aware of it, and design mechanisms to control it (Millstone, 2010, p. 9). 

One might  have noticed that  the  three  approaches  mentioned so far,  are  eminently expert-

driven. Indeed, even the co-dynamic model, though decentralised, is in practice still technocratic 
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insofar as it is experts from various disciplines that do the work. Where these models do advocate 

some say for  the public  in  the risk assessment  and management  process,  it  is  for  concerns  of 

democratic  accountability.  For  example,  Hospital  patients  might  be  contacted  for  feedback  on 

proposals or designs of new technologies,  maybe even encouraged to participate  in  this  design 

process. However,  it  is up to the experts  to decide to take this  feedback seriously or not.  It  is  

fundamentally a one-way street. 

Thusly,  the  responsibility  for  the  assessment  and  management  of  risks  has  gradually 

decentralised over time to be able to cope with increasing levels of complexity and uncertainty, but 

the limits of this way of handling risks have been recognised as increasingly problematic (Linkov,  

Anklam, Collier, DiMase, & Renn, 2014; Renn & Walker, 2008). Perhaps most importantly, the 

practice of calculating risks in terms of probabilities and simple cause-effect analyses came to be 

seen as counterproductive in dealing with risks (Renn, Klinke, & van Asselt, 2011, p. 233). This 

dilemma gave rise to a new way of approaching the problem, which is generally referred to as ‘Risk 

Governance', a range of community-driven type of approaches. 

Risk Governance sees expert, stakeholder, and public input to be of equal importance in the 

communication,  deliberation,  and decision stages  of AMR. Non-Governmental  Organizations  in 

particular,  are  seen  as  fulfilling  vital  roles  and  possessing  some  advantages  compared  to 

Governmental agencies (Kern & Bulkeley, 2009). Thus where in previous approaches, one actor 

would  be  the  primary  actor  –  usually  Government  –  in  the  Governance  approach  there  is 

fundamentally no central actor, at least not under ideal circumstances. Instead, there are multi-actor 

networks of various types connecting to each other in multitudes of ways. To make this approach 

workable, some authors categorize these actor networks in horizontal and vertical types, to then be 

able to see how various levels interact (Lyall & Tait, 2005), i.e. to start the analysis with single 

segments of the whole, to then continue and see how these segments are interconnected. The initial 

idea was that, in this way, one could map the various groups that are directly or indirectly relevant 

to the decision-making process, and so have the Governance of Risk become part and parcel of 

democratic life (Rosenau, 1998). 

Besides the departure from expert-driven approaches to AMR, another significant feature of 

Governance  approaches  is  the  recognition  of  various  types  of  risk,  in  particular  an  extensive 

classification of the differences between simple and systemic risks. The latter distinction is meant to 

highlight “the extent to which a risk is embedded in the larger contexts of societal processes...going 

beyond the usual agent-consequence analysis” (Renn et al., 2011, p. 234). Indeed, the previously 
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mentioned approaches all adhered, in some way or another, to a definition of risk mostly known 

from  economist  Frank  Hyneman  Knight  (Knight,  2014).  He  defined  risk  in  opposition  to 

uncertainty, where risks are situations in which the probabilities of possible outcomes of actions or 

decisions  are  known  and  can  be  accounted  for,  while  uncertainties  are  situations  where  the 

probabilities are unknown and can’t be accounted for. Proponents of the Governance approach held 

that even though simple risks can be said to exist and become meaningful in cases such as recurring 

natural disasters, car accidents, burglaries etcetera; they are the exception to the rule (Aven & Renn, 

2009) or, put more modestly, will increasingly be rare exceptions to the rule (OECD, 2003). Part of 

the practical  message of the Governance approach is,  therefore,  a  change of focus towards the 

process by which the information used by risk managers is obtained, updated, and integrated into 

the final decisions made about any risks under investigation (Brooks & Adger, 2005).

In summary, one can already see the fundamental problem of these existing approaches within 

their very structure: they are all reactive. They all rely on some authority or institution to organise 

and  engage  a  complex  bureaucratic  machine  that  then  seeks  to  tackle  a  problem,  a  risk.  It  is 

obviously better than nothing at all. However, this time gap is becoming increasingly dangerous to 

the point of becoming a new type of risk, particularly in the context of the aforementioned fact of an 

increasing acceleration of the production of new risks derived from technological and scientific 

innovation.  In  other  words:  occurrences  of  all  types  of  risks  existing  in  a  vacuum  (without 

established methods to manage them) is going to become exponentially common; amongst those 

will be banal but also more dangerous risks; ipso facto, the price paid for this weakness of current 

approaches to AMR is going to go up also. Hence, in principle, the need to try and find a way to 

mitigate the risk that this time gap represents.

1.02 The Technocracy debate

However, besides this fundamental issue, there is another more complex potential weakness: 

the ongoing debate in the field of AMR. Indeed, the history above illustrates how technocracy, and 

the proper balance with democratic or participatory mechanisms, remains a central issue. The more 

technocratic the method, the more cost efficient it appears to be. Governance approaches, however, 

object  that  this  cost  efficiency  is  mitigated  when  taking  into  account  the  range  of  possible 

oversights or counter-movements that can be generated in reaction to decisions people disagree 
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with,  or  don't  understand.  Thus,  in  practice,  although  it  can  be  argued  that  there  are  no  pure 

technocratic nor pure participatory models of AMR, one can see in every approach some form of 

technocratic attitude. It is the answer to the question of the best balance between technocratic and 

participatory methods that has come to define the plethora of approaches that exist today, and needs 

to be taken into account if NIEMAR is to be persuasive for existing professionals in the field. The 

details are therefore mentioned here, implicitly present in the rest of the thesis, and will be returned 

to in the conclusion, i.e. after covering the finer details of what NIEMAR is.

Thus firstly, putting aside Comptian ‘priesthood of scientists' and its more modest variation 

recognised today as Scientism (Aronowitz, 1988), an interesting arena of debate is the tension that 

arises  when  one  sees  how,  in  practice,  technocratic  reasoning  is  often  a  natural  result  of 

utilitarianism.  The  earliest  and  still  dominating  forms  of  AMR are  fundamentally  cost-benefit 

analyses  à-la  Jeremy Bentham.  What  counts  above all  else  are  consequences,  simply replacing 

Bentham's criteria of pleasure and pain with money (Roeser, Hillerbrand, Sandin, & Peterson, 2012, 

p. 1144). Thus, one way to object to the technocratic attitude is to object to utilitarianism from the 

perspective of  other  philosophical  movements,  such as  deontology (Mossman,  2006) or critical 

theory (Ehrenfeld, 1996). Other authors have however noticed some of the consequences of the 

abandonment of the ideal of the objectivity of science that many such criticisms of AMR commit to 

(Leiss, 2001). Indeed, the moment one no longer grants an a-priori privileged position to scientific 

claims  and  arguments,  in  the  context  of  policy  or  public  decision-making,  there  occurs  an 

exponential  increase in time-inefficiencies.  For,  in such cases,  there is  no longer an established 

method to efficiently discard irrelevant claims or arguments, forcing a slow equal consideration of 

everything, which can then result in policy paralysis in cases where decisions are time-sensitive 

(Leiss & Powell, 2004), and which thus worsens the aforementioned time-gap problem in AMR.

The second arena of debate is the classification of science in opposition to ‘primitive' thinking. 

Science here is defined by philosophers such as Karl  Popper or sociologists  such as Robert  K. 

Merton: a universalist practice, open to access, open to criticise, expecting from its participants a 

skeptical and disinterested pursuit of the Truth. The debate surrounding this definition of science is 

two-pronged: one argument is that this ideal picture of science was never true, the other that this 

ideal picture of science hasn't been true since the advent of militarised and state-controlled science 

of the 20th century (Kaplan, 1991; Mumford, 1971). It is this question that connects studies about 

risks to the general scientific climate, in particular to what has become known as the ‘science wars'  

(Brown, 2009; Gross & Levitt, 1997).
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Perhaps most  importantly,  scholars  of  STS – science and technology studies – and SSK – 

sociology of scientific knowledge –  active in the field of AMR and mostly behind Governance of  

risk approaches, often find themselves firmly on the postmodernist side. Glib dismissals of this 

ongoing conflict  are common,  sometimes even putting it  down as motivated by hurt  pride and 

concerns of prestige (Roeser et  al.,  2012, pp. 1152–1153). Unfortunately ,  some of the primary 

assumptions of postmodernism are viscerally rejected by a significant portion of scientists and other 

experts (Chapman & Ciment, 2015; Committee on Scientific Principles for Education Research, 

2002; Kuntz, 2012) that compose the range of groups that need to be involved, and vice-versa. At 

the  same  time,  unlike  technocracy-heavy  approaches,  Governance  approaches  heavily  rely  on 

diverse input and cross-discipline communication to function. Despite this need however, we can 

observe that even people like Ulrich Beck, who are fundamentally in favour of the Governance type 

of approach, are sometimes rejected as merely advocating for the pluralism of expertise i.e. denying 

the validity or relevance of what some call ‘non-scientific' or ‘local knowledge’ (Roeser et al., 2012, 

p. 1157) about Risk, terms which are both used and abused in postmodernist circles. Thus this kind 

of narrative,  which downplays the difference between hierarchies of competence and tyrannical 

hierarchies, is one example of a mainstay source of strain between postmodernists and scientists in 

general that is damaging efficient communication between AMR scholars. 

The third arena of debate is a practical objection to the presumed effectiveness of technocratic 

approaches. After all,  what use is it  to know a disaster is coming, if one is incapable of either  

communicating this danger or motivating the relevant actors to act? An example of the latter case is 

the  now infamous  water  shortage  problem in  Cape  Town,  South  Africa.  Despite  having  been 

repeatedly warned by their own scientists since 2002, local government continued to ignore the 

problem and limit themselves to shallow attempts of awareness-raising, going so far as to rely on 

the vague hope that 2016 would be a year of plentiful rain, this in order to yet again postpone 

having to deal with the problem until 2022 (Neille, Van Der Merwe, & Dougan, 2018).

The fourth arena of debate relates to whether and how expertise in theory translates to expertise 

in practice. Indeed, much credit has been given to research in line with Kahneman and Tversky's 

1982 book  Judgement  under  uncertainty that  laid  out  the  case for  how liable  to  error  popular 

wisdom or intuitions are.  This is  one of the reasons why scientists,  and more generally people 

believing themselves to  be experts,  approach a context of disagreement  with the public as one 

where they need to teach and help the public get rid of their mistaken biases. It is an attitude that is  

currently driving attempts at ‘nudging' people to do the ‘right' thing, framing the decisions experts 
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judge to be preferable for people in cities through ‘choice architecture' (Thaler & Sunstein, 2009). 

This can show up in the form of innocuous behavioural changes, such as encouraging passers-by to 

take the stairs instead of the escalator (Restrepo-Cadavid, 2013), to more forceful and problematic 

cases,  such  as  how diesel  cars  were  promoted  over  other  alternatives  (Forrest,  2017).  Indeed, 

because  nudges  fundamentally  work  through  habit  formation,  instilling  the  wrong  habit  has 

significant costs and thus risk attached to them, as the people doing the changing are not expected to 

internalise, nor critically reflect on, the reasons behind their own behavioural change. It is a type of 

ignorance that generates its  own risks through unintended consequences and an inability of the 

people themselves to be able to tell when their learned behaviours are no longer appropriate. 

The fifth arena of debate relates to the political nature of who gets to count as an expert. Who, 

in technocratic approaches, gets to decide on who gets to advise governments or people in power? 

Who, in participatory approaches, gets to decide who is a proper representative of any particular 

group? For that matter, who gets to decide what these groups are (Kaldis, 2013)? This is a thorny 

issue and a proper subfield in philosophy. It regularly comes up in the context of the role of science  

in society, but has in recent years seen significant efforts to broaden its concerns to expertise more 

generally, including reflections on policy practices relevant to AMR (Selinger & Crease, 2006).

To recap, the central debate in AMR can be said to circle objections to the assumptions of 

utilitarianism, the definition of science in opposition to other forms of reasoning, the difficulty of 

going from knowing to doing, the epistemic divide between theoretical and practical knowledge, 

and the political  implications  of  the status  of  the knower.  Existing  approaches  recognize  these 

problems/arguments, and have developed different solutions or counter-arguments to them. A few 

attempts to give individualistic solutions already exist. Three of these are particularly relevant to the 

current thesis in also having identified investment in the individual qua individual as a possible 

solution  mitigating  all  or  most  of  the  fundamental  challenges  in  contemporary  AMR  :  ‘Risk 

Intelligence' as approached by Dylan Evans, ‘Virtue Ethics of Risk' as approached by Allison Ross 

and Nafsika Athanassoulis, and ‘Risky Savviness' as approached by Gerd Gigerenzer.
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1.03 The first attempt at a solution: Risk Intelligence

People are not good at understanding risk, and the very definition of ‘Risk Intelligence' is in 

some cases still under discussion, if not downright under debate. For this thesis, however, a fairly 

simple and straightforward definition will  be used:  Risk Intelligence is  the “ability  to  estimate 

probabilities accurately” (Evans, 2012; Roeser et al., 2012, p. 604). Here, probabilities refer both to 

positive/good  and  negative/bad  outcomes.  Indeed,  the  ability  to  estimate  the  likelihood  of 

something occurring is often focused on negative outcomes. Evans argues that, if we are to ask what 

kind of people can do such estimations accurately, to then ask the question of whether this ability 

could  be  trained  somehow,  all  examples  of  probability  estimations  done  by  people  should  be 

investigated for clues. Maybe it will turn out that estimations of probabilities concerning positive 

and negative outcomes are dealt with fundamentally differently. However, in part because of the 

significant lack of research funding in this area of study (ibid, p.609), I concur with Evans (ibid, pp 

605-607) that competing definitions of  ‘Risk Intelligence' either prematurely decide on working 

assumptions as to the nature of such an ability,  or are not verifiable/falsifiable enough to be a 

functional definition. 

To  investigate  Risk  Intelligence,  two  main  approaches  dominate.  First,  there  is  the 

straightforward comparison of interview or questionnaire results with known objective facts. It's 

fast,  but as a  method it  is  limited to subjects  on which a significant  amount  of data  is  readily 

available. Furthermore, in the age of the internet, it might not be so easy to know what a large pool 

of individuals knows. If the data you're using is known, your subjects might remember bits and 

pieces of it.  If so, this would make these studies,  ironically,  inaccurate to uncertain degrees. A 

second method developed by Lichtenstein et al. in the 1980s is ‘calibration testing' (Lichtenstein, 

Fischhoff, & Phillips, 1982), which ideally involves “shortly to be known statistics” (Roeser et al., 

2012, p. 607). It is a more nuanced way of mapping estimations by taking into account not just the 

estimations, but the confidence one has in them. 

For example, the first mentioned approach could ask my estimation of the likelihood of a cat 

surviving a fall of 10 meters. The second approach would ask on top of that how confident I was in 

that estimation. This is an important extra step because low-confidence errors are made with the 

possibility  of  error  in  mind,  whereas  high-confidence  errors  are  not.  Indeed,  one  of  the  most 

important aims of the Risk Intelligence approach is to minimise high-confidence errors. For unlike 

the latter, low-confidence errors in the realm of AMR translate to significant contingency plans and 
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thus reduced probability for subsequent disasters, which represents a significant potential mitigation 

of the aforementioned time-gap risks. One area of study where this is known to be a problem, is 

Medicine. Doctors have been found to be routinely overconfident in their diagnoses (Christensen-

Szalanski & Bushyhead, 1981), and more recently Gerd Gigerenzer showed how enormous amounts 

of work still needs to be done (Gigerenzer & Gray, 2011) if this problem is to be curtailed. This  

illustrates a well-known metacognitive dilemma: to not know is to not know what is not known, to 

know is to know that what is not known is unknown. The training of metacognition, thinking about 

thinking, is,  therefore,  one of the primary solutions proposed by the Risk Intelligence literature 

(Evans,  2012),  and a major field of study in its  own right  that has in  recent times become an 

increasingly important subject in the field of psychology and public policy (Jaccard,  Dodge, & 

Guilamo-Ramos, 2005), general education (Hacker, Dunlosky, & Graesser, 2009), and others. 

 One example is ProjectionPoint, a non-profit research project that sought to rekindle the Risk 

Intelligence research that was done from the 1960s up until the 1980s. It still  provides training 

materials  as  well  as  Research  Intelligence  Testing  services  for  laypersons,  experts,  as  well  as 

companies to allow them to estimate where they stand and what needs improving (Evans, 2013). 

Sadly,  ProjectionPoint,  and  Risk  Intelligence  research  more  generally,  struggles  to  attract 

investment. Hence, even though the problem of low Risk Intelligence in the medical professions is 

known, and has seen some timid attempts at repair; most of such work has concentrated on ‘blame 

avoidance,' i.e. efforts to control and protect assets, profits, and the reputation of hospitals (Heath, 

1998; Lloyd-Bostock & Hutter, 2008; O'Donovan, 1997). Furthermore, from the research done in 

psychology on other professions, it seems that high-confidence errors are the general rule, not the 

exception  (Gigerenzer,  2014,  p.  182;  Roeser  et  al.,  2012,  p.  615).  Unlike  with  the  healthcare 

professions, however, barely any attention is given to this information, let alone proper concern for 

the implied risks for the general population. 

To summarise, the contribution of the contemporary Risk Intelligence research lies in having 

made a strong case for the need of training existing professionals and experts in improving their 

Risk Intelligence through meta-cognitive training. This case was notably spelt out in Dylan Evan's 

book Risk Intelligence: How to Live with Uncertainty. The biggest obstacle to achieve this seems to 

be the lack of funding for new research on what would be the best way to go about it, most of the  

important  and  ambitious  work  in  this  field  dating  from  the  1970s  and  beginning  1980s.  By 

concentrating on concrete skills, the acceptance of Risk Intelligence proposals do not require the 

technocratic debate to be resolved beforehand. Although more advanced aspects of this approach, 
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such as how to deal with what Dylan Evans calls the "Twilight zone", would eventually require 

clarity on things such as the political implications of the status of the knower, they can be dealt with 

gradually. It is an approach that could be implemented because it concentrates on concrete skills 

with easily and immediately identifiable results. It reduces high-confidence errors across the board 

by establishing a habitual safeguard, preventing errors from remaining under the radar until they 

turn into disasters, while also increasing the probability of the existence of contingency plans when 

disaster does strike, due to an increased rate of low-confidence errors.

1.04 Second attempt at a solution: Virtue Ethics of Risk

The application of Virtue Ethics in the domain of Risk is an interesting proposal made, amongst 

others, by Allison Ross and Nafsika Athanassoulis. They argue that the taking of risks is primarily a  

character trait, part of a pattern of behaviour; character being defined as a set of stable, permanent, 

and well-entrenched dispositions  to  act  in  particular  ways  (N.  Athanassoulis,  2005,  pp.  27–34; 

Roeser et al., 2012, p. 840). Such a character trait can be encouraged or discouraged through habit  

formation, through the regular and repeated acts of active reflection which could potentially be 

provided by an educational system. In this proposal, they rely on the idea that “good decisions are 

made when the broad range of mental faculties involved function well and harmoniously” (Roeser 

et al., 2012, p. 835). 

One objection to the Virtue Ethics of Risk, is that it aims not at the virtuous act but the virtuous 

person and the virtuous life, which brings up the question of the definition of how the virtuous 

person and the virtuous life are. It is, in essence, an infinite regress problem of this approach to 

Ethics. Virtue Ethics could respond that yes, morality is risky. As humans, in principle capable of 

rational thought – though not exclusively rational – any conclusion we reach through the use of our 

mental faculties will never be guaranteed to result in the most profitable or correct conclusions 

(Nafsika Athanassoulis & Ross, 2010, p. 229). Mistakes are part of being human. Thus the Virtue 

Ethics approach to Risk more readily accepts risks as part of life while advocating the cultivation of 

character as a humane way to reduce risks as much as possible.

Furthermore,  Virtue  Ethics  relies  on  the  Aristotelian  claim that  the  function  distinctive  of 

human beings, is reason. For a human being to function well, means to reason well (Hursthouse, 

2001; Roeser et al., 2012, p. 837). From this perspective, we can begin to analyse cases in society 

when people systematically make errors in judgement as indicators of errors in thinking endemic to 
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a  population  or  group,  thereby  giving  hints  on  what  kind  of  education  could  remedy  such  a 

deficiency. It is the kind of research that the previously mentioned Risk Intelligence approach also 

stresses as severely lacking in contemporary scholarship of the nature of risks. The two approaches 

also concur on not concentrating on adverse effects, and on the need to take a more value-neutral 

stance  on  the  consequences  of  actions.  Though  Dylan  Evans'  work  on  Risk  Intelligence  is 

fundamentally consequentialist, here the two approaches furthermore concur on what should be the 

first steps towards a better general attitude and management of risks. 

Where the two approaches start to diverge, in practice, relates to the importance of rare versus 

everyday events. Indeed, in the Risk Intelligence approach, high profile rare events – disasters – are 

seen as “potentially existing” in everyday events, particularly in the case of emerging technologies. 

In fact, it is in the nature of emerging technologies for high profile rare events to be unpredictable in 

advance, hence the urgency of Risk Intelligence training, since everyday risks contain the potential 

for catastrophic ones. In other words, the Risk Intelligence approach in practice scraps the a priori  

distinction between rare and everyday events, in the sense that rare events are seen as unpredictable 

potentialities  of  everyday  events,  while  the  Virtue  Ethics  approach  maintains  it  in  favour  of 

everyday events, reserving the responsibility of the reflection on, and management of, high profile 

rare events for the mentioned existing approaches that already exist (Ross & Athanassoulis, 2014). 

Finally, the urgency of a Virtue Ethics approach to Risk is argued given the effort and time that 

is required to cultivate Virtue. “Virtue does not come about quickly or merely by personal fiat. It  

takes time and cultivation-so perhaps the focus of research governance should be on the kind of 

educative practices that will incline researchers towards virtue” (Ross & Athanassoulis, 2014, p. 

222).  Virtue education is   “a  long and difficult  process of character development vulnerable to 

circumstances, to the availability of good exemplars, and good influences” (Roeser et al., 2012, p. 

844), a “process of gradual habituation” (Roeser et al., 2012, p. 848) that most certainly needs to be 

incorporated into the training of professionals (Roeser et al., 2012, pp. 854–855) but should not be 

confused or equated with the training of skills (Nafsika Athanassoulis & Ross, 2010, pp. 225–226), 

which the Risk Intelligence approach seems to do.

In conclusion, I find the Virtue Ethics objection – or perhaps addition – to skill-based solutions 

like Risk Intelligence to hold true. As much as estimations of probabilities is an important skill to  

train, it cannot fill the required functions without help. Virtue Ethics could provide this help, a basis 

on  which  individuals  might  decide  which  estimations,  which  outcomes,  are  worth  pursuing or 

avoiding, and at what price. The difficulty lies in how to ensure a smooth transition from a pre to a 
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post Virtue Ethics era. For it is one thing to theorise about and postulate the virtues, it  is quite 

another to actually implement Virtue Ethics programs that are not the mere ideology of the reigning 

mood of society at the time. It is in this way that the Virtue Ethics approach has real difficulty  

dealing  with  the  mentioned  arena  of  debate  related  to  the  passage  of  theoretical  to  practical 

knowledge, as well as the problem of the status of the knower. It relies on people knowing the 

virtues, which ones are appropriate to AMR, and then to be able to teach them to others in a non-

dogmatic fashion. In practice, it furthermore requires that somehow the people that you would want 

teaching these Virtues will be the ones being responsible for the teaching. 

Finally, I cannot help but worry that the historic track record of Virtue Ethics has been one of 

stagnation,  notably seen in  Confucian societies  (Collins,  1992;  Deeker,  2013)  .  Thus,  although 

NIEMAR shares the basic aims of a Virtue Ethics approach to Risk, the method used would need to 

differ in order to compensate for the difficulty of safe and sustainable implementation in the long 

term, particularly in order to be flexible enough to support the strain of rapid change. Indeed, those 

qualities which we today perceive to be Virtues, might be as ill-adapted to future contexts as the 

Virtues of the past are to ours. To reduce this risk, the ability to switch values relatively quickly,  

whenever needed, thus needs to be part of the foundations of any approach that tries to utilise the 

Virtues for AMR.

1.05 Third attempt at a solution: Risk Savviness  (or heuristics)

Gerd Gigerenzer is part of a select few who are currently trying to raise awareness, as well as 

improve current levels, of Risk literacy both in the general and professional population. The moral 

foundation his approach lies in the Kantian conception of Enlightenment. In particular, the idea that 

risk savviness, wisdom about Risk, is becoming increasingly important in order to safeguard and 

promote  positive  liberty,  i.e.  the  ability  to  walk  through  the  doors  of  opportunity  without  the 

constant  guidance  of  others  (Gigerenzer,  2014,  p.  20).  He  argues  against  both  soft  and  hard 

paternalistic  approaches  for  sustaining  a  democracy,  in  favour  of  a  third  option:  participatory 

democracy (Gigerenzer, 2014, p. 208) that is accepted to be conditional on the Risk literacy of the 

people as being as important as literacy tout-court. A view of the connection between democracy 

and education that is, in essence, almost the same as that defended by John Dewey in Democracy 

and Education.
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The first stage of the argument for this view of participatory democracy has to do with the 

relationship between uncertainty and heuristics, or rules of thumb. For although these rules are often 

used unconsciously, in practice their importance increases as the degree of uncertainty surrounding 

an intended action increases. One good example of such a rule of thumb is the “Gaze heuristic: Fix 

your  gaze  on  an  object  and  adjust  your  speed  so  that  the  angle  of  gaze  remains  constant” 

(Gigerenzer,  2014, p. 213). Observe sports players'  speed in determining where a ball will fall, 

imagine  the  calculations  one  would  need  to  achieve  the  same  result,  and  the  power  of  these 

heuristics becomes obvious. 

The second stage of the argument is the unfortunate reality of illusory certainty in two forms: 

the  zero-risk  illusion,  and  the  calculable-risk  illusion.  The  former  has  to  do  with  mistaking  a 

situation of Risk for a situation of Certainty. An example of this is when people mistakenly believe 

they are at no risk of HIV because they're using condoms during sexual intercourse. The calculable-

risk illusion has to do with mistaking a situation of Uncertainty for a situation of Risk. Also called 

the  “Turkey Illusion”,  it  presumes  the  future  to  be  like  the  past,  or  is  based  on the  mistaken 

assumption that all that is relevant of that past is known. The business of stock prediction is another 

example of when a case of Uncertainty is treated as a case of Risk (Gigerenzer, 2014, pp. 30–33). 

The  third  stage  of  the  argument  relates  to  common misunderstandings  of  probabilities,  in 

particular  the  mistaken  assumption  that  experts  understand  probabilities  better  than  lay  people 

(Gigerenzer, 2014, pp. 103–107). Gigerenzer furthermore illustrates through examples the power of 

conflicts of interest involved in contemporary contexts when expert advice is given, e.g. the SIC 

syndrome (Gigerenzer, 2014, pp. 144–145). 

The fourth stage of the argument is related to Occam's razor. It  is the idea that one-reason 

decision  making,  the  practice  of  finding  the  most  important  reason  and  ignoring  the  rest 

(Gigerenzer, 2014, p. 117) performs better in situations of Uncertainty, i.e. when the probabilities 

involved are unknowable. 

The final stage of the argument relates to “dread-risk fear”,  the evolutionary psychological 

pattern of fear that might have been important for our ancestors, back when “the sudden death of a 

substantial part threatened the survival of the rest” (Gigerenzer, 2014, p. 211), but which today is a 

source of some of the most destructive risks we deal with today. An example of how this works is 

when, after the 9/11 attacks, people took their cars instead of flying, killing a supplementary sixteen 

hundred people due to the increase in road fatalities (Gigerenzer, 2014, p. 15). Other examples are 
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the Beef scare around mad cow disease, or the pig scare around H1N1 (Gigerenzer, 2014, pp. 188–

190). 

In summary, Gigerenzer's Risk Savviness approach argues that heuristics, or rules of thumb, are 

commonly misunderstood as a ‘fast and dirty’ imprecise way to estimate outcomes, and should 

become a significant part of our efforts to improve society. Lay people, as well as experts, routinely 

commit to critical errors or oversights in their daily lives, many times through cognitive illusions or 

conflicts of interest, which could have been prevented by ensuring the general population is Risk 

savvy. We can learn to ask the right questions. We can be trained to identify which heuristics are 

relevant to which context. Meanwhile, Ethics Committees routinely fail to live up to their stated 

purpose (Gigerenzer, 2014, pp. 13–15) or cede to defensive decision making to avoid having to take 

responsibility for error. “We need more data” is the mantra (Gigerenzer, 2014, pp. 49–50), wasting 

time and money which is already too limited to deal with all  the issues Ethics Committees are 

supposedly responsible for. The major downfall so far of the approach seems to have been vested 

interests  that  run  counter  to  the  measures  that  Gigerenzer  proposes.  Thus,  without  significant 

pressure from the public, Gigerenzer seems to be fighting a difficult uphill battle.

To  conclude,  the  complementarity  of  the  above  mentioned  approaches  makes  that  they 

potentially  compensate  for  each  other’s  weaknesses.  The  individual  and  practical  everyday 

consequences of actions, through Risk Intelligence and Risk Savviness, can sidestep the science and 

lay knowledge opposition. By integrating some aspects of Virtue Ethics, the difficulty of going from 

knowing to doing is  given a flexible,  though not perfect,  pathway to resolution.  The epistemic 

divide between theoretical  and practical knowledge is  the specific target  of the Risk Savviness 

approach, which will therefore also be explained in more detail in the following chapter. Finally, 

there remains the problem of the political implications of the status of the knower, which will be a 

significant concern throughout but will be more specifically dealt with in the 3rd chapter of this  

thesis through the philosophies of Aldous Huxley and John Dewey.
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2. The Individualist Approach

2.01 The existing extended argument: proven prospects

There are some assumptions and claims that are fundamental to the concrete application of an 

individualist approach. Gigerenzer, in particular, has done a significant amount of work to dispel 

some of the most widespread myths that hinder its broad implementation. Thus, in this part I will 

cover three myths that stand in the way of this alternative approach to AMR, without however 

proposing ultimate solutions for getting rid of these myths, as such would lie outside the scope of 

this thesis. After all, Gigerenzer has spent his life’s work on it, with only moderate success. Then 

will follow a fairly detailed exposition of three underlying ideas related to what it is to be human, 

three ideas that together make up the metaphysical glue that can accommodate all three approaches 

together while avoiding some of their problems.

2.01.1 First myth: belief in progress is naive

The  first  myth  to  overcome  in  considering  an  Individualist  approach  is  the  widespread 

perception  that  people  are  hardwired  to  not  understand  probabilities,  that  the  humans  are 

fundamentally fated to repeat the same mistakes over and over again (Ariely, 2010; Gould, 1992; 

Piattelli-Palmarini, 1991; Thaler, 2015). It is a way of thinking that often ends up in the ‘nudging'  

type of policies, laws, architecture, etcetera. An Individualist response to this, is to say that what we 

observe, and what many authors describe, might indeed be part of human nature, yet only insofar as  

illiteracy is. Progress can be defined in many different ways, but the progress meant here is fairly 

basic:  the  gradual  accumulation  over  time  of  commensurable  skills  and  capacities.  This 

commensurably is an important part of both Gigerenzer and Dylan Evans' argument. No man is 

born knowing how to read or write. It is an artificial skill that has had to gradually spread through 

societies. The same, the argument goes, can be done with risk literacy and savviness. Some time 

ago, reading and writing became a vital skill for the proper and stable functioning of society. The 

industrial worker needed to be able to read as well as give instructions, and failure to do so would 

have had increasingly disastrous consequences. Today, we find ourselves in the same position with 
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regards to  Risk literacy.  Indeed,  globally,  millions of people die or severely shorten their  lives 

unnecessarily because laypeople and experts alike are Risk illiterate.

One such example is the recurrent contraceptive pill scare in Great Britain (Gigerenzer, 2014, 

pp. 12–15). In the 1980s, the public being informed that the 3rd generation pill increased the risk of  

thrombosis twofold, panic swept the country, and women stopped taking it.  It caused numerous 

unwanted pregnancies and abortions. What very few realised was that this twofold increase meant a 

relative increase from one in seven thousand, to two in seven thousand. Thus, not only was the 

panic unnecessary and avoidable, it caused an increase in cases of thrombosis, since pregnancies 

alone already increase this risk by nine in seven thousand (Lindqvist, Dahlbäck, & Marŝál, 1999), 

compared to pre-pregnancy. Add to this the plethora of related health complications, and the picture 

becomes uglier still (Hall, Dalton, Zochowski, Johnson, & Harris, 2017). 

Something  similar  happened  in  2009,  when  the  London  Evening  Standard  mentioned  a 

‘fivefold' increase in thrombosis (Gigerenzer, Wegwarth, & Feufel, 2010). Now, if one takes for 

granted that the medical and journalistic professions did not willingly and knowingly cause this 

mayhem, death, and destruction, one would think that the U.S. President’s Council on Bioethics 

would, when confronted with the information of how common and destructive these situations are, 

easily see the problem and act accordingly. After all, this is one of those issues which could be 

solved with straightforward regulation: communicate risks in relative or natural, not absolute, terms. 

No such regulation was forthcoming, not even a recommendation (Gigerenzer, 2014, p. 15). Finally, 

even though general practice has seen some improvement on this issue, the temptation to use the 

more flashy headlines remains omnipresent and a constant multiplier of risks through panic, and 

remains  a  mainstay  in  the  news  as  illustrated  by  the  Telegraph's  fancy  2015  heading  “Newer 

contraceptive pills raise risk of blood clot fourfold” (Knapton, 2015). 

Another example is  the already mentioned popular reaction to 9/11 and its  effects  on road 

mortality rates the following year, costing the lives of another sixteen hundred people in the U.S. 

alone by them taking the car instead of the plane (Gigerenzer, 2004). In this event, and others like it, 

one fundamental mainly unconscious psychological principle is at play: if many people die at one 

point in time, react with fear and avoid that situation. “We don't really fear dying in the steady 

stream of everyday incidents; we fear dying together suddenly with lots of others” (Gigerenzer, 

2014, p. 17). It is a strong urge anchored in our evolutionary biology that have, however, been 

shown to be controllable (Craske, Antony, & Barlow, 2006). One method is to willingly counter one 
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fear by another,  for example to implicate the fear  of getting one's  children killed because of a 

personal phobia (Gigerenzer, 2014, p. 18). However, there are many other possible methods.

One  approach  that  has  been  researching  these  psychological  mechanisms,  of  how  we  are 

evolutionarily and psychologically predisposed to act in specific ways in reaction to the presence of 

fear, is Terror Management Theory, or TMT. In particular, the Mortality Salience hypothesis from 

this discipline, involving a theory concerning how we defend against the anxiety of death, theorises 

that  death-related  thought  encourages  the  growth  of  an  increasingly  all-encompassing  cultural 

worldview  and  self-esteem  defence  and  striving  (Burke,  Martens,  &  Faucher,  2010).  This  is 

particularly  relevant  in  light  of  the  idea  of  neurocultural  ecosystems.  Cultures  serve  as  a 

determining factor in what parts of a person's inclinations get triggered and consequently cultivated. 

“Death affects us without our conscious realisation”, but we can gain control over it. (Burke et al.,  

2010, p. 33)

Thus in summary: ways for people to progress are many and known, yet widespread disbelief 

in  such  progress  on  a  population-scale  limits  what  can  be  done.  This  is  a  problem  for  any 

individualist approach because, on the one hand, expert-driven projects fundamentally assume the 

implausibility of individual progress, concentrating on laws and regulations, while on the other, 

community-based projects, likewise skeptical of the idea of progress, limit their ambitions to short 

or  medium term behavioural  changes.  As  these  approaches  function,  at  least  superficially,  the 

misbehaviour of individuals,  when expert-driven or community-driven measures break down, is 

easily taken as justification of their assumption. Instead, such breakdowns should be taken as proof 

of the failure of these approaches to foster a positive neurocultural ecosystem.

2.01.2 Second myth: experts are more competent or honest than laypersons

A second feature of an individualist approach is the challenge to the status of the knower, i.e. 

the expert, and the insistence on how unreliable official expertise is in practice. Thus, the second 

myth to  overcome is,  on the one hand, the disproven assumption that  experts  automatically  or 

naturally develop Risk Intelligence (Tetlock, 2006) and, on the other hand, the habit to mistakenly 

(Gigerenzer, 2014, pp. 41–57) assume that experts are virtuous people by virtue of being experts. 

This ‘habit' can come from fear of uncertainty, the desire for security that eats into the possibility 

for freedom (Dijksterhuis, van Knippenberg, Kruglanski, & Schaper, 1996), or it can come from an 

excessive trust due to a misunderstanding of what surrounds us (Dewey, 2008). The latter case is 
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one of the major problematic features of technology, i.e. the illusion of certainty that technological 

devices promote with the help of, for example, marketing techniques so compelling that the experts 

themselves grossly misrepresent what technologies do without even being aware of it (Gigerenzer, 

2014, p. 168). 

This is an important myth to overcome because it encourages taking the opinions of experts on 

trust, while at the same time discouraging the possibility to check whether this trust is justified. ‘X 

is true because my doctor said so’, is an expression that runs directly counter to the idea of a society 

of equals, of individuals. Yet this way of offloading mental work to experts in general, not just 

doctors, is commonplace. It thusly stands in the way of being able to convince people that they need 

to be able to, in principle,  tell  when there might be a problem. For if experts know better and 

fundamentally have the people’s best interest in mind, why would the average person go through the 

daily mental strain and training that would be required? Life is stressful and hard enough without it,  

people might say.

An illustration of how experts don't necessarily develop Risk Intelligence (Gigerenzer, 2002), is 

the history of HIV testing. There is the problem of ignorance amongst professionals concerning the 

many types of HIV tests and the optimal purposes for which these tests were designed in the first 

place  (Gigerenzer,  2014,  pp.  33–36).  There  is  confusion  about  what  a  positive  test  means 

(Gigerenzer, 2002, Chapter 7) to the point of counsellors telling low-risk patients that positive test 

results are certain, even though they are not. In this case, the chance of a false positive result is 

around one out of twenty-six (Gigerenzer, 2014, p. 36). This is a continuous problem in healthcare 

and health communication, as illustrated by the popular Dutch information website for sexually 

transmitted diseases ‘soaaids.nl':  “the result is HIV-positive. This means bad news: there is HIV in 

your blood. Often, you will not have noticed any symptoms yet. However, it is important to start 

treatment  with  HIV blockers  as  soon as  possible”  ("Heb ik  hiv?  Doe een  hiv-test,"  n.d.).  The 

illusion of certainty here is based on misleading use of numbers which even doctors often don't 

identify. At the same time, those who find themselves HIV positive can have understandably erratic 

reactions. Thus, by overplaying the sense of certainty, experts can and often do promote disaster 

instead of preventing it. In the case of the Dutch website, even low-risk patients are encouraged to 

immediately spring into action and get medicated, instead of consulting their family doctor and get 

a second test done, then maybe even check out an external third party as final confirmation.

An example of the extent  to which this  lack of Risk Intelligence is  becoming increasingly 

important, is to apply this problem to advances in genetic engineering. Today, less than half of  
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doctors responsible for screening newborn babies for a variety of metabolic disorders understand 

what a positive predictive value of a test – the approximate rate of correct positive results -  is  

(Gigerenzer, 2014, p. 135). Meanwhile, more and more disorders are becoming screenable and pre-

emptively curable. And, as there are currently eight false positives for every actual positive case, 

one can imagine the disaster of the pre-emptive treatment of healthy children quite easily. What is 

often  overlooked  is  the  further  psychological  consequences  on  parents  and,  particularly,  on 

parenting and the indirect consequences on the mental health of the children (Hewlett & Waisbren, 

2006). In essence, in this context we see a sort of self-fulfilling prophecy: when the parents expect 

their child to develop mental problems, the child unconsciously reflects this expectation. Now, what 

happens when we apply this dynamic to prenatal screening, or to designer babies? I don't think it is 

reasonable to expert doctors to miraculously and automatically improve in this area of expertise. 

Medical technologies are becoming ever more powerful and far-reaching; thus an inability amongst 

doctors and patients alike to understand these technologies and the uncertainties attached to them, 

will likewise have more powerful and far-reaching negative consequences. 

But, a lack of Risk Intelligence amongst experts isn't the only way that experts are part of the  

problem. As mentioned, there is the mistaken assumption of the virtuousness of the expert. Here, 

virtuousness is defined in two related but not the same ways: strength of character on the one hand, 

and moral cultivation on the other. The former can be seen as the ability to stand your ground in a 

context when a moral principle is infringed; when one is incentivised to no longer hold the principle 

in practice. The latter is the process through which these moral principles are obtained and trained 

into practice. However, leaving the question of the obtention and training of moral principles to 

chapter three of this thesis, which will go further into whether and how this would be possible, we 

can here go into the issue and importance of strength of character not just in future, but in current  

contexts. 

Indeed, current scholarship in AMR is often motivated by the need from corporations, boards of 

directors, CEOs etcetera to protect themselves against lawsuits, or generally from being called to 

account. There is a constant fixation on who should be blamed if someone makes a mistake. And 

this,  weirdly  enough,  some  perceive  to  be  one  of  the  primary  purposes  of  ethics  and  ethics 

committees (O'Reilly, Dixon-Woods, Angell, Ashcroft, & Bryman, 2009). Those who agree with 

this  way  of  thinking  tend  to  refer  to  this  as  making  the  decision  process  ‘accountable'  or 

‘transparent'. The problem lies in the fact that many of the risks that technologies pose to societies  

are in the realm of genuine uncertainty. No matter how many details one accumulates in a study, no 
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matter how intelligent the researchers or diverse the viewpoints, guesswork is always involved. 

Guesswork implies error. By thus creating a climate that punishes error, a negative error culture is 

promoted, i.e. a workplace culture where the workers are fearful of error and in response engage in 

defensive decision making, covering up errors instead of hurrying to correct them. An example of 

defensive decision making would be when “a doctor orders tests or treatments that are not clinically 

indicated and might even harm the patient primarily because of fear of litigation, a practice which 

ninety-three per cent of doctors engage in” (Gigerenzer, 2014, p. 52). 

Such an error culture is  too inflexible to accommodate new contexts or address previously 

overlooked areas of concern in a timely fashion, with potentially disastrous consequences. Again, 

the time-gap problem. These consequences count for anything from mountain climbing  (van Dyck, 

2009) to medicine (World Health Organization, 2018). Fortunately, a negative error culture is not 

unavoidable. This is illustrated by the positive error culture, also known as ‘Just Culture', dominant 

in the aviation industry, i.e. a culture that “supports learning from unsafe acts in order to improve 

the level of safety awareness through the improved recognition of safety situations and helps to 

develop conscious articulation and sharing of safety information.” ("Just Culture," n.d.). One could 

go on and on about how bad things are in medicine as compared to the aviation industry (Shojania 

& Dixon-Woods, 2017), yet this difference is not due to the nature of the professions themselves. 

Gigerenzer  mentions  a  2001  example  case  of  a  simple  checklist  combined  with  a  simple 

directive  directed  towards  nurses.  The  latter  stopped  doctors  from proceeding  if  a  step  in  the 

checklist was skipped, cutting the drip-line infection rate of John Hopkins Hospital significantly, 

and preventing forty-three infections and eight deaths whilst saving the hospital two million dollars 

in a matter of fifteen months (Gigerenzer, 2014, pp. 48–49). No new technology, no new ‘expert'  

information,  no  committees.  It  was  a  simple,  straightforward,  common-sense  list  of  hygiene 

practices. Any doctor or nurse knew these rules. Measures like these have proven extraordinarily 

useful. Any pilot could tell you the same thing. However, the practice is far from universal even 

though it is a known way to save lives easily, quickly, and cheaply. This problem is present in any 

field all the way from social work (Whittaker & Havard, 2016) to engineering (Jan Hayes, Maslen,  

Scott-Young, & Wong, 2017) to education (Hoy & Miskel, 2012).

Now, granted, checklists do not solve everything. They are but one visible result of a positive 

error  culture  that  is  only  sustainable  when the  individuals  responsible  for  the  application  of  a 

checklist are fundamentally not only the originators of said checklist, but are also equipped to judge 

and modify it according to circumstance. Equipped in the sense of not merely legally allowed to do 
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so through bureaucratic procedures or in the elaboration of such a checklist, but mentally equipped 

and given the freedom as individuals.

2.01.3 Third myth: complex problems require complex solutions

The third myth to overcome relates to the conception of rationality exemplified by the work of 

Kahneman (Kahneman, 2011; Kahneman, Slovic, Tversky, & Others, 1982; Kahneman & Tversky, 

1972)  which  accepts  heuristics  as  a  fast  but  dirty  and  imprecise  way  of  thinking.  Thus,  it  is  

primarily seen as a lesser evil to be used only when ‘real' thinking is too resource or time intensive 

to be practicable. Against this stands the argument made by Gigerenzer (1996; 2008; 2014, p.80-

102): that heuristics are not just faster, but also, in many cases, more or just as precise; that intuition 

can be  like  language. Just as many would falter when asked about the grammar of their native 

tongue, so might insisting on a rational defence of an intuitive decision go nowhere. Just as our 

inability to explain our language use in the language of grammar does not mean we do not master 

our language nor that our language use is not rational, so it can be argued for intuition and the 

heuristics derived from it (Jekel et al., 2012). Indeed, in business, the reliance on, and respect for, 

gut feelings, are near-universally practised (Gigerenzer, 2014, p.84).

This is particularly true in cases related to the category of ‘unknown risks' e.g. stock prediction, 

romance,  business,  medicine,  earthquakes  etc.,  as  opposed  to  cases  related  to  the  category  of 

‘known risks' e.g. the lottery, poker, slot machines, etc (Gigerenzer, 2014, pp. 106–120). In a sense, 

the above argument from Gigerenzer is a variation on Occam's Razor: when faced with a complex 

problem, make sure that every variable that you add to the problem has a potential for increased 

precision that is higher than the potential increased margin of error. If not, discard the addition. In 

computational science, this is sometimes referred to as the ‘bias-variance dilemma' which is a big 

part of the artificial intelligence research into balancing and increasing the performance of complex 

systems (Yu, Lai, Wang, & Huang, 2006) such as recursive learning A.I. Thus, what is proposed is 

not an optimist objection against Kahneman's pessimist view of heuristics, but an empirical claim 

that Kahneman's judgment of heuristics relates to the realm of known risks, which are theoretical 

constructions  that  are  known to  be  extremely  rare  in  the  real  world  (Sikich,  2016),  i.e.  which 

essentially don’t apply to complex systems. 

As mentioned, stock prediction is a good example of the widespread bias that presumes that 

complex  problems  call  for  complex  solutions.  The  atrocious  record  of  even  the  fanciest  and 
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expensive  predictions  produced by some of  the  most  mathematically  educated  people  on  earth 

(Neth, Meder, Kothiyal, & Gigerenzer, 2014) means that these highly gifted people are condemned 

to mediocrity and uselessness while wasting millions every year. Banks, however, keep investing in 

these products. On the one hand, this can be explained by defensive decision-making. But behind 

the reason for the pressure to engage in it also lies another problem: the lack of Risk Intelligence 

amongst the public, who are the ultimate customers. Based on Dylan Evans' ‘ability to estimate 

probabilities accurately', Risk Intelligence relies on basic education and training in some common 

logical  fallacies  and statistical  reasoning.  The absence  of  such training  is  important  because  it  

removes the option for customers to inspect the merchandise or service offered. 

One particular fallacy involved in stock market prediction is survivor bias. Experts in this field 

are in fact often less capable of stock market prediction than lay people, with some studies even 

suggesting that they are worse at  their jobs than monkeys would be (Torngren & Montgomery, 

2004) due to their correct hit ratio being lower than chance. This is due, in part, to the previously 

mentioned overconfidence of experts in the reliability of the data. This overconfidence then feeds 

into survivor bias, in this case applied to experts and lay people both. For indeed, they fail to reflect 

on the number of incompetent experts  one would need to be active in a discipline for there to 

remain several of said experts with a perfect or near-perfect track record for logical reasons alone, 

even after several years of activity. 

This is what creates the Guru phenomenon. Rich or successful people are praised and looked up 

to for guidance, asked what made them so much better than all the others that tried. The fact is, at 

least in finance, that they were probably merely lucky. Thus, as much as the lack of training of the 

relevant experts is part of the problem, so is the lack of training of laypeople, i.e. the clients, part of 

it.  The  more  complex the  system and the  regulations,  the  more  complex the  explanations,  the 

greater  is  the  accountability  challenge.  This  feeds  into  one  major  criticism of  the  governance 

approach to AMR, namely that it  often fails to sufficiently take the technical requirements of a 

robust participatory democratic system into account. 

One of these technical requirements is the spotting of conflicts of interest. Conflicts of interest 

may be more evident in authoritarian systems, but democratic systems also struggle with it through 

practices such as lobbying. Indeed, in places like the United States (Bainbridge, 2010; Davis, 2015; 

You, 2017) and the EU (Dolan, 2015; Enriques & Zetzsche, 2014; Peter, 2011), lobbyists write 

legislation and sometimes have them modified after they have been passed, before they come into 

force, and without recourse or awareness from the people to object to the changes. Attempts at  
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legislation  restraining  their  actions  have  come and  gone,  yet  most  of  them have  been  largely 

cosmetic (Cohen & Carter, 2010; Johnson, 2006). The few extensive studies that exist regarding 

regulation  of  this  profession  furthermore  tend  to  one-sidedly  argue  that  lobbying  is  somehow 

central to the democratic process (Chari, Murphy, & Hogan, 2007; Coen, 1998). 

In short, this way of thinking relies on the idea that the interests of corporations, those that  

afford themselves most of the existing lobbyists, somehow align with the interests of the country, of 

the people, or even their own workers. And even if one were to admit that one could make this case 

pre-Globalization, before quick and cheap displacement of factories to different continents became 

possible: in today's world, such an argument seems far-fetched. Nevertheless, people continue to 

refer  to  lobbyists  as  trustworthy  experts,  often  with  the  expectation  that  they  possess  the  rare 

knowledge needed for solving complex policy issues. 

The above is an unfortunate consequence of both lay people being ill-equipped to call bullshit, 

as well as the inherent interest of experts in sustaining the illusion of expertise even if this expertise 

is  not  theirs.  It  is  an illustration of  the  prevailing  discourse that  allows,  by design,  designated 

experts  to  continue  their  activities  without  sufficient  scrutiny.  This  in  large  part  because  the 

regulatory and formulaic complexity of policies and regulations ensures that almost nobody has the 

technical know-how to scrutinise properly. It has become so bad that, in today's world, we need 

experts to translate laws and regulations even to well-educated native speakers, laws and regulations 

written like an increasingly complex maze by an underlying alliance amongst experts to ensure the 

increasing necessity of their employment. This is not because they are necessarily evil, but because 

to be active as an expert requires adherence to predefined rules that define the expertise (Admati & 

Hellwig, 2014; Sedrakyan & Shih, 2007) irrespective of the merit of these criteria. This discourse of 

complex solutions to complex problems is furthermore sustained by the fact that explanations in 

hindsight are quite convincing, no matter the actual merit or completeness of the explanation.

2.02 Moving beyond the basics

In the first  chapter,  I  summarised some existing attempts  at  solutions  to  the way much of 

contemporary  AMR  is  done.  First,  Risk  Intelligence  training  could  give  people  skills  or 

develop/maintain existing skills in the estimation of probabilities. Second, Virtue Ethics, though I 

have some reservations about its implementation, could promote and encourage the development of 

moral character by making it part of the standard method of the education of professionals. Third, 
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heuristics could solve numerous issues with current practices in all human professions reliant on 

expertise. Using the savviness approach as springboard, I then continued to show why more effort 

needs to concentrate on the individual, starting by tackling three widespread myths that should have 

disappeared long ago. I went into how the Risk Savviness approach could and should reduce the 

public's  reliance  on experts  through training  and education  as  part  of  the  everyday life  of  the 

average person. The latter would allow a feedback loop of accountability where currently none 

exists. 

All three approaches are a good start,  necessary but not sufficient measures to mitigate the 

fundamental risks derived from technological and scientific innovation.  Henceforth, I will argue 

that we need a shift towards a definition of the individual that is more adapted to the changes in the 

human lifeworlds that said innovation is increasingly causing. What parts of the world cede to an 

individual's will, which parts won't? What rules are obligatory, which ones can be bent or broken? 

Significant changes in the answers correspond to significant changes in human identity without, 

however, the individual having much say in the matter. After all, an individual can choose not to use 

a gun, but cannot choose to undo the conditions behind the availability of the choice. 

Thusly, it is when one considers the long-term fate of human societies that a challenge arises 

that is different from traditional concerns of AMR: namely how to prepare our societies to prepare 

for, or be able to correctly react to, situations which today we either cannot predict or know we 

would  probably  not  survive  in  our  current  state.  A change  in  the  human  lifeworld  is  thus  a 

fundamental example, because it determines how people make sense of the world, how they view 

their place in it, and how they act in and on the world. It is, in a sense, the most important and 

pressing contemporary challenge to humanity, one uniquely caused by the  speed of technological 

and scientific innovation, and which NIEMAR aims to handle.

One might then ask how such a metaphysical concern would aid in the concrete business of 

AMR. Here,  I  believe  the argument  from uncertainty is  of  overwhelming importance.  In  other 

words: because we have no real clue about what will happen in the future, beyond a few broad and 

vague sketches, the best method to increase the probability of the continued survival and thriving of 

human societies, is to try and improve the quality of the persons who will be forced to deal with the 

future risks which today we cannot see clearly. Meanwhile, institutions currently in charge of AMR, 

are aimed at  problems,  almost  never  at  people.  Thus they are confronted  with  the  problem of 

heredity. A philosopher king is useless if you cannot ensure that his replacement won't be an inbred 

fool.
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A second  argument  for  the  importance  of  these  foundations  is  directly  related  to  the  two 

problems of progress and uncertainty: namely the role of internalised motivation behind working 

practices in determining action under uncertainty. For example: if I were to work as a lifeguard on a 

private beach for a big luxury hotel, I would need to learn a range of rules and regulations given to 

me on the one hand by the government, and on the other by the hotel lawyers. Hence, what would I  

do when I come upon a situation not covered in these rules and regulations, or when they conflict? I 

will  depend  on  the  foundational,  often  moral,  convictions  and  ideas  attached  to  either  the 

foundations of my profession, or the moral foundations of me as an individual, or a mix of the two 

(Ajzen, 2002). If I am the kind of person who has thought about these things, then as a consequence 

I will be able to act in such a way that makes a good outcome more likely than would otherwise 

have been the case. I could still make a mistake, but my action would be informed and reflected 

action.  This  is  what  allowed a  lifeguard  to  not  hesitate  to  save  the  life  of  someone who was  

drowning outside their stipulated zone of activity, despite technically violating the rules given to 

them by their employer, while also having been warned that they could consequently get fired for 

such an action (Lynch, 2012) which, in this case, they did.

What follows are thus the three foundations of NIEMAR, which together form the feedback 

loop that is taken to be part of the definition of individuality itself. Therefore, their main importance 

relates to all three when taken together. The first is the conception of the sacred in leisure as the  

basis of culture, and the need to undo the subordination of leisure to the total world of work. The 

second is a sociological account of the function of, and need for, widespread individual capacity for  

internal generation of meaning provided by the effects of the feedback loop of leisure to culture to  

institution.  Finally,  the third is an account of the malleability of the individual and the idea of 

upward and downward transcendance. The latter is vital to understand the concept of neurocultural 

ecosystems, and what  it  would mean to use NIEMAR to shape individuals  in such a way that 

improves the individual capacity for AMR.

2.02.1 The link between Leisure as the basis of Culture and the Death of God

The first  part  definition of individuality  comes from an old tradition in philosophy widely 

popular until medieval times, one that sees Leisure as the precondition for the existence of culture, 

which in turn is the precondition of the existence of an individual. Leisure is taken here in the sense 

of the living link with divine worship (Dewey, 2012, Chapter 19; Pieper, 2009, p. 15), as the activity 
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from which  we  derive  the  word  "school",  but  which  in  today's  school  systems  we  find  little 

recognition. Indeed, modern schools continue to try and produce workers while the need for such 

workers is in rapid decline (“Decline of the working man,” 2011). So ingrained has this conception 

of the human as worker become, that we talk about intellectual work, or labour (Pyöriä, 2005), both 

of  which notions  are  radical  departures  of  previous  conceptions  of  what  intellectual  activity  is 

(Pieper, 2009, p. 25). 

And yet, as Gigerenzer's conception of Risk Savviness illustrates, some do reach conclusions 

reached previously in the middle ages, without necessarily realising this to be the case or intending 

to  do  so.  Indeed,  despite  Gigerenzer's  claim  that  he  is  primarily  inspired  by  Kant  and  the 

Enlightenment, the conclusions he reaches and his established observations concerning the possible 

role  and  power  of  intuition  and  heuristics,  might  be  better  approached  through  the  medieval 

conception of the nature of knowing that  is  intimately tied up with the conception of  Leisure. 

Perhaps this oversight is because the Middle Ages, for many of us, are known under the ominous 

heading of the 'Dark'  ages,  seen as full  of superstition and disease and fear.  At the same time,  

reading Gigerenzer, I couldn’t not see the similarity with Aquinas' idea of simplex intuitus, “that 

simple vision to which truth offers itself like a landscape to the eye” (Pieper, 2009, p. 28), a concept 

that used to be given prime place as half of the process of knowing i.e. knowing as the result of the 

combined action of Ratio and Intellectus. 

The previously mentioned myth that complex problems require complex solutions, can from 

this perspective be seen as a natural extension of the Kantian view that philosophizing proper is a 

'herculean labour' (Kant, 1999), the Hegelian insistence of philosophy as science, the Pythagorean 

definition of philosophy that earned the scorn of Socrates.  “The law is that reason acquires its 

possessions through work” (Kant, Allison, Heath, Hatfield, & Friedman, 2002; Pieper, 2009, pp. 

30–32). Thus Philosophy today is often seen as worthy of merit in large part because and insofar it  

is difficult. In the Middle Ages, however, the judgment concerning this view was similar to that of  

antiquity as seen through the infamous character of Antisthenes the Cynic.  Devoid of Eros, the 

Muses, or Aphrodite, yet still foolishly claiming to love wisdom! By equating Truth with effort, 

equating knowing with Ratio,  the educated person took his place “among the workers;  he is  a 

functionary in  the world of total  work; he may be called a specialist,  but he is  a functionary” 

(Pieper, 2009, p. 37).

This concept of the intellectual worker can be seen as the death of philosophy by way of its  

transformation into clerical work, and thusly its final divorce from Leisure, from Intellectus. This 
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loss is significant because, amongst other things, the world of total work, as described and analysed 

by Max Weber through one of his major works The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, is 

at the end of its lifespan. As David Graeber has argued, I think successfully: the price we all pay to 

try  and keep it  afloat  keeps  increasing  (Graeber,  2018).  One can  shiver  at  the  thought  of  this  

worldview collapsing, with desperate unemployed masses finding only functionaries where they 

thought  there  were  philosophers!  Or,  to  be  explicit  about  the  theoretical  social  function  of 

philosophers: the people who are expected to be able to provide hints at alternative pathways to 

meaning (Horkheimer,  1972) aren’t  there.  For  today,  even the  better  philosophers'  professional 

activities are more akin to sociology or engineering, in the sense that the worth and expertise of  

those philosophers is defined through the eyes of disciplines whose worth lies in their economic or 

political usefulness. Their worth is seen to lie outside their discipline. 

This slow transformation of philosophy, and academia more generally, from the liberal to the 

servile arts, has been a recurrent subject of discussion ever since Nietzsche formulated this process 

as “God is dead, and we killed him”. However, at least back when Nietzsche said it, the absolute 

world of work could still sustain its narratives of worth and value. All one needed to do was buy 

into  a  few  axioms,  and  the  world  of  total  work  would  not  contradict  you.  This  scenario  is 

increasingly no longer the case, yet European societies have lost much of the social capital that used 

to be contained within, and preserved by, those “who devote their lives to contemplation, not for 

themselves, but for the sake of human society” (Pieper, 2009, p. 40). This is a civilisation-level risk.

Thus, an individualist approach, though potentially encompassing the three mentioned applied 

approaches of Virtue Ethics, Risk Intelligence, and Risk Savviness, is not limited to them. It tries to 

address  the  changing  lifeworld  of  humanity  in  relation  to  current  dominant  ways  of  making 

meaning out  of  life;  on the changing ways meaning is  available  to  the average individual  qua 

individual, and as a consequence their resilience, in the sense of the adaptive state and personality 

trait (Coutu, 2002; Collins, 2008), to survive and thrive through said changes.

Concretely, with the increasing obsolescence of human work in comparison to machines, both 

physically and mentally, we are rapidly approaching a time when very few will ever be of material 

utility to their fellow human beings. As such, it is becoming increasingly urgent that individuals 

find meaning outside this utilitarian usefulness to others. To find meaning in things that are not 

incompatible with the survival of prosperous societies under contemporary conditions. One of the 

ways to do this is through a medieval and classical conception of Leisure. To restore the sacred and 

the place of Intellectus in our societies through the application of the liberal arts to everyday life; 
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away from the universities where it is perverted, dying, or dead as per the Marxist principle of 

changing the world instead of interpreting it (Marx & Engels, 1976). We might instead be saying 

“don’t act, just think” (Zizek, 2012), with the ultimate aim of restoring true individuality.

Finally, the reason why it might be possible for an individualist approach to be implemented 

today,  despite  stubborn  myths  such  as  those  covered  previously,  is  because  the  concrete 

consequences of failing to invest in the individual qua individual is becoming increasingly visible, 

commonly experienced,  and costly.  Thus,  unlike Apollodorus of Phaleron, who in vain tried to 

communicate  the  significance  of  the  Symposium to  a  bunch  of  businessmen,  there  might  be, 

currently or soon, a brief window of opportunity when the incommensurability of philosophizing 

and the world of total work (Pieper, 2009, p. 86) finds itself suspended through the collapse of said 

world.

2.02.2 Sustaining the stresses of change through internal generation of meaning

 

If a society manages to restore the sense of the sacred in leisure, as a community, the first part  

of the feedback loop of individualist progress would be repaired. However, as Norbert Elias and 

Eric Dunning have argued (Elias, 2008, pp. 203-222), it is not sufficient for a leisure activity to be 

recognised as sacred. It also needs to be experienced as sacred, practised with a certain mindset for 

leisure to function as Leisure – leisure capable of generating significant sense of meaning within the 

practitioners –  (Elias, 2008, pp.73-107). It is in this context that the Serious Leisure Perspective – 

SLP – and the related concept of Homo Otiosus (Stebbins, 2013), becomes useful to reflect on 

where to go from here. Indeed, SLP illustrates the importance of the preservation of philosophizing 

as a daily practice within individuals, and is one method to grow individual resilience to change 

through internal generation of meaning.

Put briefly, SLP considers that the ideal of work, as a virtue, is today intertwined with human 

identity for all the wrong reasons. It is a movement that came about in reaction to post-industrial  

economies in the 1980s and originally described serious leisure as “the systematic pursuit of an 

amateur,  hobbyist  or volunteer activity sufficiently substantial,  interesting,  and fulfilling for the 

participant to find a leisure career, there acquiring and expressing a combination of its special skills, 

knowledge, and experience” (Elkington & Stebbins, 2014, p. 14). It is seen as having six main 

characteristics: the occasional need to persevere, the ability to follow a leisure career in the pursuit,  

the experience of durable benefits, including both personal and social benefits, the experience of a 
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unique ethos of common attitudes, values, and practices through involvement in a unique social 

world, and finally a strong identification with the pursuit (Spracklen, Lashua, Sharpe, & Swain, 

2017,  pp.  439–440).  Examples  of  such  activities  range  from  lifelong  learning,  local  politics, 

attending or contributing to festivals, to being a football fan. What the activities have in common is 

how they can grant the perception of a meaningful life that is entirely separate from the world of 

work. They are activities which can be ends in themselves. 

It is in part this nature of Leisure, its ability to generate meaning internally, that connects it to 

the process of civilisation. One work that tried to analyse the specifics of this process is Norbert 

Elias'  magnum opus  The Civilizing  Process,  which  traced  the  changing  perception  and  use  of 

violence in leisure activities in European civilisations. This perspective is today called Figurational 

Sociology,  a  movement  strongly  opposed  to  what  they  call  ideological  sociology,  promoting 

involved detachment as per the traditional and ideal picture of science (Rojek, 1986). This places 

the movement in direct opposition to ahistorical sociology supported by people such as Talcott 

Parsons  and  others  that  dominated  the  social  sciences  when  The  Civilizing  Process was  first 

published in German in 1939 and in English in 1969 (Spracklen et al., 2017, p. 635). Of interest  

here is the role the Figurationalists give to technologies in mediating this process of progress so 

peculiar to premodern European Civilisations (Hinz, 2013). It is leisure imbued with the sense of 

the sacred that gave birth to civilisation,  which then gave birth to institutions.  Institutions then 

civilised leisure, which in turn civilised the individuals, which in turn civilised the institutions. It 

was this positive feedback loop that allowed people to gradually learn to cope responsibly with 

change. This was, of course, done imperfectly,  but good enough to cause a sustained period of 

technological progress beyond the stage when other  civilisations collapsed and reverted to pre-

technological states. 

This  last  part  is  important  to  highlight:  there is  progress,  but  that  does  not  mean that  this 

progress is irreversible (Mennell,  1990), nor that it  will  not stagnate and collapse like it did in  

Ancient China or Egypt. From this perspective, there is at least one way to view the increasing 

urgency of changing how we deal with the risks related to, and derived from, technological change: 

sustained peaceful behaviour is not natural, it is the result of a civilising process which is, at least in 

part, the result of Leisure. The Leicester School of Sociology, which is the primary research group 

in this tradition of the field, illustrated the importance of this argument by analysing, amongst many 

other case studies, football hooliganism  (Elias & Dunning, 2008; Giulianotti & Bonney, 1994). 

They hinted at  a now commonly accepted psychological truth: human psychology is antifragile 
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(Mattick  &  Peters,  1988;  Murray,  2012).  The  human  mind  profits  greatly  from  exposure  to 

opportunities for things such as violence to learn self-control. It highlights the difference between 

being  good,  and  not  having  been  placed  in  a  position  of  power  to  do  evil  yet.  Indeed,  what 

hooliganism illustrates is the effects on a community when the individuals within it are deprived of 

Leisure, and with it deprived of one of the main civilising influences of the society in which they 

live. Work defines their lives, whether they have jobs or not, and vacations and the leisure that they 

do have, are part of the world of work, i.e. the function of their leisure is not the leisure, but the 

attempt to recuperate from and return to work.

There are of course other examples. One could compare and contrast the violence of French 

protests – whichever ones, take your pick – with the peacefulness of the Hong Kong Umbrella 

protests. One could point at Antifa protests in the U.S. (Beinart, 2017) to illustrate what happens 

when bourgeois upper-middle-class ‘educated’ individuals, those who have never before been given 

the opportunity for violence, suddenly do have that opportunity. Long story short: before disaster 

strikes and cars start burning, the good person and the person who as of yet has not been given the 

opportunity  for  evil,  look the  same.  It  is  the  civilizing  process,  through cultivation  of  internal 

generation of meaning through activities such as music, dance, theatre, etc. (Spracklen et al., 2017, 

p. 643), that allows societies to remain relatively resistant to collapse in the context of rapid and 

significant changes to their lifeworlds. Technology is set to accelerate such changes, and thus it is  

the quality of the individuals in the affected societies that will determine how unstable things will 

get. Is it truly reasonable to expect that current top-down mob-control measures can constrain these 

tendencies towards violence, in the long term? I think self-evidently not. 

2.02.3 Progress and regression: Individuality as malleable and uncertain

Thus far I have covered two main foundations behind NIEMAR. First, an insistence on the 

return of the sacred. The idea that for a human to live as a human, and not a pig, he must give 

significance to his activities and those of others in a way that does not rely on utility or production.  

This is  increasingly urgent  because,  despite resistance to  the idea from many, fewer and fewer 

people will ever be physically or mentally able to be of material utility to others i.e. to produce 

more than a machine or an algorithm could (Editors, 2016; Frey & Osborne, 2017; Shewan, 2017; 

Thompson, 2015). The debate, in this sense, is over. As Adair Turner has most recently argued, I  

believe successfully (Kook, 2018; Turner, 2018): the above is already true to a large extent, and will 
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increasingly be true in the future. Second was an insistence on the nature of civilisation and the 

ongoing civilising process of humanity. It was essentially the idea that this process can advance but 

could and also does, retreat, and thus should not be taken for granted. It was about the danger in 

failing to properly civilise citizens which, in light of ongoing and upcoming changes to human 

lifeworlds, poses a real risk to contemporary and future societies. The individual consumed by the 

world of total work, having lost the ability to hold on to said world, if not able to rely on the sacred 

as  a  self-sustaining  source  of  meaning,  while  at  the  same  time  not  having  profited  from  the 

civilising effects of serious leisure which could dampen or civilise the inevitable reaction, poses a 

real risk to society writ large. For it is well known that those who thusly feel themselves not able to  

find a place in their social hierarchy, lash out in a variety of horrible ways (Blau & Blau, 1982;  

Craig, 2002; Kawachi, Kennedy, & Wilkinson, 1999; Link & Stueve, 1996).

I have explained the idea of the civilising process from the perspective of the social sciences, 

through SLP, taking Norbert Elias as a reference point. It is, however, useful to add a psychological 

and philosophical perspective to this account of civilisation; one that views the march of civilisation 

as a process that changes what individuals are, and what it means to be conscious. A definition that I 

suspect to be shared with John Dewey, though I am yet to delve into his work deeply enough to 

state this with confidence. The basic insight however remains clear: Norbert Elias concentrated on 

society and behavioural patterns, but these patterns have ontological significance the moment one 

accepts that context shapes behaviour because it shapes the individual, not merely the behaviour of 

said individual. Gerald Heard, beginning with his seminal book  The Ascent of Humanity (1929), 

developed an extensive body of  work about  the significance of  this  insight.  Thus,  in  short,  he 

categorised individual development in three main conceptual stages one can make to explain what is 

going on: Group consciousness, Individuality, and finally Superconsciousness, each subdivided in 

many subcategories, but understanding the basic three are enough to grasp the general principle. 

Superconsciousness is an ambition, a goalpost, a way of reflecting on the human potential for 

growth and learning. It is, in a sense, the ideal state one would wish as many people as possible to  

be in when technology starts changing the human lifeworld of total work beyond repair. For, from 

the  perspective  of  superconscious  humanity,  this  change  would  be  inconsequential.  Heard's 

speculation about progress,  in 1929, was that the economic and political  definition of the term 

would fall out of favour. Even in his times, the concept of progress was increasingly contested 

(Heard, 1929, p. 3), and he speculated that this was because, over time, progress had increasingly 

come in  the  form of  psychological  progress,  i.e.  progress  internal  to  the  human being,  within 
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individuals' own minds. I believe this speculation to have been correct. Thus Heard's account is still  

relevant  because  it  is  one  way  to  view the  human  being  as  malleable,  but  also  because  it  is 

foundational  for  the  idea  of  neurocultural  ecosystems:  that  there  are  ways  to  encourage  or 

discourage psychological progress of the individual on a grand scale.

The first stage of this view of individuality is problematic because we need to interpret the past 

to  find  examples  of  it.  The  worry  is  whether  the  stages  of  human  consciousness  are 

incommensurable; whether the human can ever truly understand the pig, i.e. those of our ancestors 

vaguely human, but not quite. But in any case, the so-called “pre-individual”, the starting block of  

humanity, is seen by Heard as composed of humans biologically no or little different from us, but  

who  were  entirely  co-conscious  in  their  daily  practices.  People  whose  complex  mental 

achievements, such as music, the arts, and ritual, arose and were maintained only in limited forms, 

which then encouraged further mental progress towards increasing individuality. This pre-individual 

is more of an abstract concept than anything else, a speculation on what the first generations of 

more-than-apes might be capable of thinking or doing. It is the human pre-civilization, the end of 

which is the start of war (Heard, 1929, p. 43). 

The "proto-individual" that follows the pre-individual is the human of myths and religions and 

war (Heard, 1929, p. 75). Individuals become identifiable and functional in their respective groups, 

as concepts. The priest, the hero, the king, the fool, etc. Opposing concepts arise, and thus the birth 

of selfish behaviours for purposes not just of survival, but of desired advantage. It is the ground 

from which the “pioneer individual” springs: creator of cities and civilisations. The ancient Greeks, 

Romans, or Chinese are examples that Heard mentions to illustrate what he means by this concept 

(Heard, 1929, pp. 109–153), but the radical change from proto to the pioneer individual might best 

be illustrated by Zarathustra (Heard, 1929, p. 116). It is the start of individuals beyond and separate 

from the group, the “man of honourable idleness” (Heard, 1929, p. 148). 

At the same time, Heard identified this stage as the riskiest, the stage when the structural and 

institutional organisation of empires inadvertently encourage the vast mass of people to regress to a 

proto-individual state. Education and Duty were reserved for a select few, thus depriving the masses 

of civilising influences.  Hence,  in theory,  why the Great Empires of the past  collapsed (Heard, 

1929, pp. 154–179): they failed to invest in the individual on a large enough scale to ensure stability 

in times of great upheaval or change, much like the situation in which we find ourselves today. This 

observation, of the currently dangerous stagnation and regression of western culture, is nothing new, 

having been noticed in everything from gender relations (Paglia, 2014) to music (Thoughty2, 2017), 
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as well as recently re-emerging in public discussion (Peterson, 2017). However, this above account 

shows what such a regression means on the individual level, and what effects this had on previous 

civilisations. It highlights the difficulty, as well as urgency, in repairing the damage if at all possible.

Indeed,  in  Heard's  account  it  is  Scholasticism that  allowed Europe to  protect  individuality 

during the Middle Ages. A certain segment of the population was put aside, protected from the 

worst horrors of absolute poverty while encouraged to engage in internal reflection and education of 

the public. Ways to generate meaning internally were preserved within the monasteries and other 

select few establishments. European societies were thus lucky that these preserved communities 

survived long enough for living conditions  to improve and stabilise.  Culture found a rebirth,  a 

renaissance.  Thus  Heard  sees  the  difficulty  of  moving  beyond  this  stage  as  the  difficulty  in 

reconciling Humanism with Humanitarianism, integrating Thought and Feeling. In particular, we 

can see how during the Enlightenment, Thought, or Humanism, was the dominant force. This was 

succeeded  by  the  Age  of  Feeling,  i.e.  romanticism  of  various  kinds  broadly  defined  as 

Humanitarianism. 

In both cases, thinking and feeling have been in the process of increasing divergence instead of 

increasing convergence that Heard argues leads towards superconsciousness (Heard, 1929, pp. 182–

213). One way to keep Heard's view on the relation between Humanism and Humanitarianism in 

mind is the idea that “man is an animal that thinks. To be a first-rate human being, a man must be 

both a first-rate animal and a first-rate thinker” (Huxley, 1931). Thus although Heard does talk of 

higher and lower individuality to refer to, in order, reason and emotion, neither is complete without 

the other.

The final chapter of Heard's seminal work relates to progress and superconsciousness, or the 

enlargement of individuality. One element he highlights is the evolution of sight in the broadest 

sense.  The  idea  that  what  we  see  and what  we  have  become capable  of  being  aware  of,  has 

gradually been increasing. “From attempting to affect the stars, he tries to alter the seasons and the 

earth, and so finally comes to himself...Biologically the stars are without meaning, and increasingly 

we apprehend them first by an extension of sight, and then with a vision which is not sensuous any 

longer” (Heard, 1929, pp. 262–263). 

Heard continued to  develop his  concept  of  superconsciousness  throughout  his  life,  notably 

through two other books: Morals since 1900 published in 1950, followed up in 1964 with his other 

major work, The Five Ages of Man: The Psychology of Human History. For this thesis, the simple 

definition of superconsciousness, which seems not to be contradicted by Heard's later work, I would 
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describe as follows: it is the label for the direction in which the character of an individual grows 

when the  humanist  and the  humanitarian  natures  within  the  individual  cooperate  and mutually 

enhance each other. Growth refers to the gradual expansion of what an individual is capable of 

thinking,  feeling,  and  perceiving.  It  is  a  fundamentally  optimistic  view  of  human  nature  and 

potential, albeit heavily constrained by numerous conditions and caveats related to leaving open, in 

principle and practice, the possibility of regression. 

Indeed,  Heard  was  not  ignorant  of  the  sciences  of  his  time,  and  did  not  conceive  of  this  

evolution  of  the  individual  as  hardwired  in  our  biology;  although  he  did  wonder  about  the 

possibility that extreme events might get transmitted through nature also, mostly in his later work 

The Five Ages of Man. For, if phobias and particular skills can be inherited, which seems to be the 

case, then philosophical and moral progress might also. With this caveat in mind, Heard mostly 

postulated  the  existence  of  this  changing  nature  of  the  individual  as  based  on nurture,  on  the 

mentioned virtuous circle of sacred leisure to civilisation to individuality. Later in his life, he would 

describe this process as upward and downward transcendence, which became integrated with the 

philosophies of some his friends; such as Alan Watts, Frederick Matthias Alexander, John Dewey, 

and Aldous Huxley.
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3. Towards implementation via Moral Education

Having tried to explain an idea of the individual and the extend to which individuality is rooted 

in Leisure and Civilisation, I will now continue with two elements as of yet missing from the story. 

First, I will present some of the work done by other authors that have provided strong empirical  

evidence for the progression of civilisations and citizens which was mostly merely well-reasoned 

speculation in Gerald Heard’s time. One reason to do this, is that the extended arguments provided 

by  Pieper,  Heard,  and  others,  require  that  I  show  progress  and  improvement  to  be  true  on  a 

sociohistorical level also, since they rely on the accumulated progress between generations. Another 

reason is  that,  since  I’m proposing to  use education  to  instigate  moral  progress,  I  should  first 

establish that it is not a futile endeavour.

Second, I will go into one method of application of NIEMAR. For this, I will largely depend on 

Ronald Lee Zigler's book The Educational Prophecies of Aldous Huxley, through him cover some 

lesser  known  parts  of  the  philosophy  of  John  Dewey,  and  illustrate  what  it  means  to  use 

neurocultural ecosystems to promote the kind of individual which will be capable of, and for the 

specific  purpose of,  applying a necessary and currently missing component in  AMR as a daily 

practice. These are exploratory ideas amongst a potential infinity of possible options, covered here 

because they are already mentioned in the literature i.e. there is already a large consensus that these 

types of measures might work. 

3.01 Empirical Evidence of Moral Progress

Steven Pinker seems to be the most high profile academic to have summarised and updated 

Elias’ speculations and general theories for contemporary use. Because of this, I am also aware of  

some misunderstandings related to this way of explaining and defending the idea of moral progress, 

and thus I will cover some the basics of the argument here. For, The Better Angels of Our Nature 

itself summarises hundreds of studies and books and articles, and as such it is impossible to even 

remotely capture the amount of detail present in the book, nor can I mention all the pre-emptive 

treatment of possible counterarguments to many factual and causal claims in the book that Pinker 

addresses.  That  being  said,  his  fundamental  claim is  that  violence  on  the  individual  level  has 

decreased over time, that this decrease was not steady, that it was obviously not brought down to 
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zero, nor is it guaranteed that this process will necessarily continue; however, despite these caveats, 

the historical trends, so far, have been clear. To make this  argument, Pinker mentions six main 

elements to the decline of violence on the global scale. 

The first  element  is  what  Pinker  calls  the “pacification process”,  concerned primarily  with 

prestate or nonstate societies. This stage, in essence, tried to answer the question of who was right 

about the human state of nature: Hobbes or Rousseau. Pinker concludes that essentially,  it  was 

Hobbes that was more right, even though neither philosophers knew what they were talking about. 

After all, they were making rather grand conclusions on human nature in the complete absence of 

relevant scientific data. This lack of data, however, is no longer the case. For example, one source 

of  relevant  data  comes  from  forensic  archaeology,  which  has  investigated  the  proportion  of 

prehistoric  skeletons  showing  signs  of  violent  trauma.  This  allows  us  to  compare,  century  by 

century, approximate numbers of violence in these ancient societies. As a result, we can see a sharp 

drop in the percentage of people suffering from violent deaths (Pinker, 2012, p. 59). 

The second source of relevant data comes from Ethnographic statistics about nonstate tribes 

currently or recently in existence. From this data, comparing the most peaceful non-state versus the 

most violent state societies of the 20th century, the latter are vastly less violent (Pinker, 2012, pp. 

64–67). This remains true even if one takes into account the rate of war deaths, i.e. despite two 

world wars. For example, Germany lost 155 out of 100'000 citizens due to war every year, the U.S. 

lost 2.7, whereas nonstate societies average at 524. This extreme contrast is explained by three main 

things that are necessarily part of the centralisation of power. First, the gradual rise and expansion 

of States. Second, the practice of Paxes (Pax Romana, Pax Islamica, Pax Hispanica, Pax Sinica, 

etc.). Third, the necessity on the part of a ruler to stamp out the competition, resulting in the gradual 

disappearance of raiding and tribal feuds, since these are hindrances to the accumulation of taxes, 

soldiers, and slaves, i.e. the tools needed to hold onto and expand power. 

The  Second  element  is  Pinker's  take  on  the  civilising  process  that  is  concerned  with  the 

transition Europe made from the Middle Ages to Modernity. An example of one of the statistical  

nuggets that support the argument is the fact that a medieval Western European was thirty-five 

times more likely to be murdered than a modern Western European (Pinker, 2012, pp. 74–75). The 

reasons behind this change are, of course, many. We see the consolidation of centralised states or 

kingdoms, nationalisation of criminal justice systems, then finally consolidation of centralised use 

of power, i.e. the Leviathan. We see the rise of infrastructure dedicated to commerce resulting in the 
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increasing  attractiveness  and accessibility  of  positive-sum trade,  which  then  gradually  came to 

replace the zero-sum plunder of previous Empires such as the Romans or the Aztecs. 

The third element is what has been called the Humanitarian Revolution (also known as the 

enlightenment), an example of which is the gradual disappearance of radical methods of torture, and 

with  it  the  negative  cognitive  and  psychological  consequences  of  these  practices  on  the 

practitioners, bystanders, and victims alike (Pinker, 2012, p. 159). A good example of a definite 

shift in the neurocultural ecosystem. Another example is the abolition of the death penalty for non-

lethal  crimes  (Pinker,  2012,  p.  183)  or,  taking  only  European  countries,  the  total  ceasing  of 

executions tout-court (Pinker, 2012, p. 181). One explanation for this is the gradual rise of empathy, 

the recognition of fellowship with human beings as human beings, and the rise, in the meaning of 

popular spread, of the idea of human rights (Pinker,  2012, pp.  210–214) through the spread of 

education and literacy. 

Again, the historical pattern seems clear. First, the most horrible form of torture disappeared, 

then the contexts of judicial torture became more and more restrained and rare, until starting in the 

18th century European countries started abolishing judicial  torture altogether (Pinker,  2012, pp. 

174–179). Other practices that gradually lessened in European countries are witch hunts, religious 

persecution,  duelling,  blood  sports,  debtors  prisons,  slavery,  and  many  others.  These  are  not 

automatic developments; they are achievements. 

Thus, for example, we know that the abolition of slavery outside of Europe did not go easy nor 

automatically (Pinker, 2012, pp. 184–190). The U.S. had to go through a bloody civil war. Many, if 

not most, countries required persuasion by gunboat diplomacy (Rodriguez, 1997). The slave trade 

furthermore remained a common official practice in Muslim countries, as well as being informally 

accepted in Asia in general (Campbell, 2004) until the mid 20th century. Meanwhile, there were 

countries such as Mauritania, which continued the practice of legal slave ownership until 2007. 

Granted, today many forms of states similar to slavery still exist, and some rare people still argue 

for its reinstatement as an institution. However, these are the rare exceptions where it used to be 

widespread a century ago. This is but one of many issues that have seen such relatively slow but  

definite progress over time. 

The fourth element is “The Long Peace”: the observation that the 20th century, when taking 

into account a century by century comparison, was the most peaceful century in human history, with 

the exception of the current one. There are a few main reasons why people might not realise this. 

First is the widespread ignorance of earlier history, in particular the normalised brutality of previous 
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centuries. Second is the habit of forgetting the significance of the fact that a century lasts a hundred 

years, not fifty. Third, maybe most relevant here, is the difference between relative and absolute 

number of victims. After all, if we're interested in violence on an individual level, absolute numbers 

tell us nothing. From this change in perspective, world war 2 barely manages to stay in the top ten 

worst things that humans did to other humans (Pinker, 2012, p. 238) on a grand scale. Then there is  

the extraordinary bias in underestimating wartime or wrongful deaths when comparing ancient to 

recent history. For not only is the concern for accurate and complete accounts of human atrocities a 

recent development, concern for human life in times of war, as separate from accounts of livestock, 

is  likewise  relatively  new  (Chalk,  Jonassohn,  le  génocide,  &  Montreal  Institute  for  Genocide 

Studies, 1990, pp. 32–39; Pinker, 2012, pp. 386–413). 

This  brings  us  to  the  fifth  element:  “The  New  Peace”.  The  many  areas  of  progress  and 

reduction in violence in Western countries start to spread to the rest of the world. The Cold War 

masqued much of this progress, but shows up prominently the moment the USSR collapsed (Pinker, 

2012, pp. 386–413). Again, our concern is the individual. From this perspective, it  is clear that 

much of the level of violence that existed during the Cold War was pushed by and originated from 

State interests. Pinker then explains how much of this long period of relative peace could have 

come about,  through Immanuel  Kant's  essay “Perpetual  Peace” (Kant  & Humphrey,  2003) that 

speculated on the conditions for the promotion of a more peaceful world: namely through the spread 

of  Democracy,  Trade,  and  International  Community.  Now,  it  is  true  that  this  essay  is  often 

misunderstood to be optimistic. Hence I should qualify: the idea was that, to the extent that peace is 

possible in consideration of human nature, these three elements are the main possible pathways 

towards a more peaceful world. As any International Relations student will know, this claim has 

been confirmed mainly through Oneal and Russett's work (Oneal & Russett, 2001), but reconfirmed 

many times over by others (Dorussen & Ward, 2010; Jarrod Hayes, 2011). This claim should be 

caveated by mentioning that I do not need to extend the argument beyond the minimum, as is often 

done. The claim here is not that these are sufficient conditions for peace, but that these are some of 

the main elements involved in the process of pacification in modern and contemporary context, on 

the level of individual behaviour.

Finally, the sixth element: “The Rights Revolutions”. In other words: the ever-increasing range 

of vulnerable groups coming under the protection of the law. Examples are minority groups (Pinker, 

2012,  pp.  470–473),  women  (2012,  pp.  485–487),  children  (2012,  pp.  526–533),  homosexuals 

(2012, p. 542), and even animals (Blosh, 2012; Pinker, 2012, pp. 563–565). Again, this progress is 
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not  presumed  to  be  the  progress  of  the  human  species,  but  cultural.  In  this  sense,  Pinker's 

enumeration of violent behaviour in children, the vicarious pleasures of violence as entertainment, 

the prevalence of homicidal fantasies, etc., are reasonably convincing to make the argument. Taking 

human nature as consisting of a complex network of a wide range of inclinations, some that incline 

towards violence and others that counteract them, Pinker's explanation is the same as many have 

argued  before  him:  that  historical  circumstances  increasingly  favour  our  peaceable  inclinations 

(Pinker, 2012, pp. 580–776).

In  summary,  Pinker’s  work  has  fundamentally  strengthened  Norbert  Elias’ theories  on  the 

nature of progress and civilisation by updating it through numerous of results from contemporary 

science.  Whatever  questions  or  legitimate  criticisms  remained  as  to  the  claims  of  the  primary 

argument, were largely responded to by Pinker with a whole new book that expanded on the initial 

argument: Enlightenment Now (2018). Finally, where Pinker concentrates primarily on behavioural 

observations,  the  power  of  context  to  influence  action,  a  neurocultural  ecosystems  perspective 

concentrates on how context  influences the mind in everything from thinking, impulse control, 

empathy, to psychological health.  The point is  to tackle the brain states underlying actions and 

behaviours, not the actions and behaviours themselves.

3.01.1 Fine-tuning the argument: Progress is plural, morality is a landscape.

Recently, Michael Shermer also doubled down on the argument of the moral progress of human 

societies as a whole, and western societies in particular (2016), going through a series of criteria and 

compares the statistics over time. Thus we have, most importantly, the progress of governance, i.e. 

an  increasing  balance  of  power  in  favour  of  liberal  democracies  and  to  the  disadvantage  of 

theocracies and autocracies. Shermer sees this as most important because “democracies place more 

emphasis on individual liberty than any other form of governance & thus they promote the survival 

& flourishing of sentient beings” (Shermer, 2015). We furthermore have progress of economy, i.e. 

property rights and freedom to engage in trade. We have the progress of Rights. The right to think,  

to say, to do, to live, to be other than what is demanded. We have the progress of prosperity, with 

this meaning the acceleration of the decline of poverty, which shows no signs of slowing down. The 

same pattern holds true for health, war, slavery, homicide, rape, judicial systems, civility, etc. Thus 

according to Shermer, progress is evident no matter where you look. The denial of progress is a 
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favourite pastime for many, but it has no basis in the empirical sciences and, having no basis, merits 

no falsification.

Michael Shermer explains some of the reasons for progress that we can see, notably through the 

increasing dominance of the scientific mindset. In other words: it's the power of the insistence that 

claims that in principle apply to reality, need to be consistent with observed reality. This attitude has 

forced all contenders of moral authority to face the possibility of ridicule, gradually doing away 

with the many self-proclaimed prophets and snake-oil  salesmen that littered and retarded moral 

progress in previous eras. Once this is done, people are free to investigate properly what promotes 

human flourishing.  Finally,  because human flourishing is  conceived as  the growing soil  of  the 

establishment of values and morals, Shermer then continues to argue, as he has been doing for quite  

some time (Shermer, 2013), that the study of human flourishing ought to then be the primary goal of 

a science of morality. This echoes Sam Harris' book The Moral Landscape (2011), from which the 

basic argument seems to be derived.

Indeed, just because we know what is morally up and down, does not mean that there is one 

single right answer. Taking Harris' analogy: if one pictures the mass of the world's civilisations as 

mountains and valleys, where mountains represent levels of flourishing and the valleys levels of 

suffering,  we  do  not  need  to  know  or  speculate  about  some  one  ultimate  ideal  condition,  or 

mountaintop,  for the human race to  flourish.  All  we need to know is the ranges of things that 

encourage flourishing and those that go against it. This perspective allows us to visualise and accept 

that there may be different ways for humans to flourish, without however losing the capacity to 

identify clearly, and remain on guard against, ways to regress or encourage suffering. 

3.02 A Neurocultural Individualist Ecosystems approach to moral education

What all the authors covered so far have in common, is the insistence on the importance of 

context for character growth and the general flourishing of individuals. By changing this context, 

individuals  can  be  swept  away  by  a  virtuous  or  vicious  circle,  by  upward  or  downward 

transcendance. The purpose of NIEMAR would, therefore, be to try and aim at shaping the context 

of  individuals  to  indirectly  benefit  the  societal  capacity  of  AMR  on  the  individual  level  by 

encouraging  the  stimulation  and  cultivation  of  the  implicated  parts  of  the  brain,  resulting  in 

societies  more  resilient  to  the  rapidly  changing  risks  of  the  modern  world.  Thus,  though  the 

motivation for taking this approach is fairly directly linked to the problem of a robust long-term 
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practice of AMR, the application might seem extraordinarily remote due to the need to tackle not 

the first  order cause of a  problem, but the originating human nature that makes the problem a 

problem in the first  place.  The point  is  not  to  teach morality  by moralizing,  but  by shaping a 

lifeworld, a day-to-day context that encourages moral thinking, and rely on human nature to do the 

rest. In the following, I will use Aldous Huxley's work to illustrate possible ways to do this. 

3.02.1 Brave New World: break the vicious circle of Schools

The attempt to improve humanity through science and technology has numerous caveats and 

warnings represented in popular fiction as well as in philosophy.  Brave New World is one such 

example where,  even granting initially  good intentions,  things  go horribly wrong. It  is  for  this 

reason that the book is sometimes described as an example of a ‘bad utopia’, a warning about the  

consequences of trying to solve grand societal issues through centralised solutions that presume 

singular causes for singular problems. It is an example of the direction our societies could go if the 

stability of society is to ever trump the rights of, or concern for, the flourishing of individuals as 

individuals – as is the case currently –. 

Thus, although the example of Eugenics is straightforward, a logical choice to use at the time 

Huxley was writing, the point was more the type of reasoning than Eugenics itself. For what is 

Eugenics, but a matured form of believing that genetic superiority grants natural rights, and genetic 

inferiority grants natural criteria for discrimination? Furthermore, what is psychometrics – I.Q. tests 

– but planned discrimination inherent in most of our current educational institutions? What are the 

SATs  but  a  scientific  basis  to  determine  the  “proper”  place  of  people  in  social  and  economic 

hierarchies that have already segregated our societies on the battlelines of I.Q. (Postman, 1993), the 

first step towards the realisation of  Brave New World? These tests  have,  after  all,  resulted in a 

“natural aristocracy”. Indeed, irrespective of any initial good intentions behind such methods of 

sorting people into the roles for which they would be most suited: today they essentially function as 

judgments on who will be condemned to poverty, and who will benefit from extraordinary wealth 

(Lemann, 2000), not due to merit, but from the lucky draw of genetics coated in the rhetorics of  

merit. It is this ‘moral calculus’, the idea that the talentless deserve their suffering, that is inherent in 

both Brave New World's educational system, as well as ours (Zigler, 2015, pts. 2, 15/55–19/55). 

The relevance of all this lies in the necessity, for an individualist approach, for all individuals to 

benefit  from a  type  of  education  that  is  made  impossible  by  the  above  state  of  many  of  our 
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educational institutions. For the tragedy of the whole system lies in the fact that, having failed a test  

or two in youth, or being categorised in the lower percentiles of the overall population, a child is 

deprived of elementary education in the disciplines of humanity. Extreme limitations are put on 

what such pupils are exposed to. There is little to no time for serious pursuit of art, music, theatre,  

poetry etc. (Grey, 2012). There is a near complete cessation of attempting to draw pupils into the 

mysteries of the universe, under the assumption that, somehow, the stupid or the poor do not ask or 

struggle with the fundamental questions that naturally occur to conscious minds. Worse still, adults 

deprived of proper education in this way are often used as confirmation of their ‘natural’ lack of 

interest or reflection on such existential issues, serving as justification for the continuation of the 

system, just like in Brave New World.

Another danger of this situation was predicted both by Aldous Huxley as well as John Dewey: 

namely the spread of the mistaken assumption that a meritocratic elite would be more likely to turn 

around and use their talents for the benefit of their communities – one instantiation of the myth of 

the virtuousness of the experts mentioned before –. Today, we know better, and yet our educational 

and governance systems have not changed accordingly (Bushey, Farady, & Perkins, 2012; Zigler, 

2015, pts. 2, 28/55). If an Individualist approach is to ever work, this would be an obvious first step: 

to promote the growth of character of everyone, not only the academically gifted, to their maximum 

potential, whatever that is. No government, no expert, no teacher, no parent should have the right or 

power to,  in advance,  decide the limits  or the potential  of an individual;  not  just  because it  is 

deontologically repellent, but also because an ill-educated mind is a risk to others, incapable of the 

kind of AMR that NIEMAR requires.

If one then combines this principle with the purpose of education in the context of democracy, 

defined as not just a political system but as a way of associated living as developed by John Dewey, 

another important and yet currently absent feature of education becomes apparent. For if nobody 

has the right to decide an individual's limits, one role of education becomes teaching people to 

defend themselves against attempts to do so.  Brave New World speculated that television would 

serve as a tool for limiting and defining the potential of individuals, by enslaving people through 

“that which we love-what amuses and entertains us” (Zigler, 2015, pts. 2, 34/55). It is the idea that 

you don't need to ban books or censor information iff you can make it so that too few individuals 

care about anything to make a difference (Postman, 2006). Brave New World can thus be seen as an 

example of a neurocultural ecosystem that “smothers its citizens in socially complacent forms of 
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downward transcendance” in ways that are “highly profitable” (Zigler, 2015, pts. 2, 43/55); A slow 

erosion of our humanness and our humanity (Carr, 2011, p. 220).

3.02.2 Ape and Essence: demand, not request, advanced literacy skills

Huxley's second dystopian novel Ape and Essence is a fictionalized treatment of a significant 

problem made worse by technological and scientific progress, as seen in Grey Eminence: A Study in  

Religion and Politics (1941) and The Devils of Loudun (1952): the exploitation by Mr. Hyde of the 

achievements of Dr. Jekyll (Zigler, 2015, pts. 3, 5/53). The novel goes into many different related 

issues of the “pernicious impact of disguised personal ambition” (Zigler, 2015, pts. 3, 9/53), such as 

the subconscious enjoyment of malice, domination, and glory, while insisting that it is the will of 

God (Huxley, 1941, p. 170). In contemporary neuroscience, the conflict between Jekyll and Hyde is 

explained as differing neurological profiles: one dominated by our limbic system that is heavily 

implicated in fear, anger, and aggression, the other dominated by our anterior cingulate, heavily 

implicated  in  reason,  logic,  and  compassion  (Newberg  &  Waldman,  2010,  p.  132).  It  is  the 

neurocultural ecosystem that defines which parts of the brain get stimulated.

The relevance of the society depicted in the book is that Huxley took characteristics present in 

contemporary society, and thought about what would happen if one subtracted hypocrisy from the 

equation, in the context of great social upheaval. In the book, this was a nuclear holocaust, but 

events like runaway climate change might do just as well (Galesic et al, 2016). These characteristics 

are:  an  oligarchic  government  that  demands  obedience,  scapegoating  politics,  and  cruel 

retributive/corrective justice. These characteristics are then put in the service of manipulating the 

citizenry, who have previously been made gullible by their lack of education in advanced literacy 

skills such as critical thinking. If one then takes into account that neurocultural  ecosystems are 

essentially self-reinforcing, you conclude that once a society is on the path of using such tactics in  

their politics, their news, their schools, etcetera, it becomes increasingly hard to change course. The 

effects of such practices are not limited to society, but apply to the very structure of individual 

brains. Worse still: it has been found that to stimulate the limbic system through fear and anger 

damages the anterior cingulate (Newberg & Waldman, 2010, p. 53) and thus the capacity for reason 

and logic and empathy. 

The  type  of  fear  and  anger  that  is  most  relevant  to  us  here  is  what  Erich  Fromm called 

character-conditioned  hate,  as  differentiated  from rational,  reactive  hate,  the  former  containing 
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significant addictive properties (Fromm, 1990, pp. 210–245). Likewise, John Dewey, in his Human 

Nature and Conduct (2017) initially published in 1922, anticipated and illustrated the importance of 

this fact for our current dilemma, namely that “a man with the habit of giving way to anger may 

show his habit by a murderous attack, even if the attack occurs only once in his life” (Dewey, 2017, 

pp. 22–23; Zigler, 2015, pts. 3, 31/53). Hence again: it is impossible to differentiate good people 

from people who were never in a position where they could be bad; at least, not before it is too late. 

Huxley likewise warned about this dilemma, which he identified as the seductiveness of downward 

transcendence in The Devils of Loudun, and wrote Ape and Essence with this in mind, i.e. “ends are 

ape-chosen; only the means are man's”. 

Thus  we  can  see  how  “we  are  always  to  some  degree  at  war  with  the  more  primitive 

mechanisms of the brain that have evolved over millions of years” (Zigler, 2015, pts. 3, 44/53). We 

can ask the question of the effects of modern technologies, notably on the extent to which these 

technologies stifle the ability of our brain to feel genuine empathy, or how they could prevent new 

generations from engaging in the higher level cognitive functions that are ever more essential in 

retaining free will; the ability to fight off the assaults against it, designed by psychology majors 

turned mercenary for State power, Corporations, or elites in general. Indeed, one can only hope that 

future generations will find it very strange that marketing specialists can openly sell services that 

are wilfully designed to short-circuit free will without fearing long-term prison sentences and fines. 

It has become so bad that we have an entire field opening up explicitly meant to train you in this  

criminal endeavour: neuromarketing (INESEM, 2018). Meanwhile, however, improving defences 

against such depravity seems more realistic and urgent in the short term.

3.02.3 Island: do everything, and manage the lovers of power

The two above novels by Huxley were both dystopian, and as such, I used them to distil two 

measures that would be important to try and prevent dystopian futures. Against dystopias similar to 

Brave New World, one could start by avoiding categorising children in such a way that a significant 

number of children end up deprived of the beneficial influences of the achievements of human 

civilisation. Not because the humanities are so much more important than other disciplines, but 

because minds having benefited from such neural  activity  are better  minds,  more competent in 

general cognition in a way that encompasses thinking and feeling, ratio and intellectus. Against 

dystopias similar  to  Ape and Essence,  one could start  by teaching brain chemistry and general 
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knowledge of some of the reasons behind human behaviour. In this way, for example, in adulthood,  

former pupils might be capable of mounting their defences against attempts to manipulate them, 

because they will have been made aware of how fragile human minds are. 

The third book that I'm using as a springboard, Island, is different: it is a utopia. As such, I use 

it to try and distil not what it might take to avoid disaster, but what it might take to tip the scale of  

probabilities in favour of a good, instead of passable, outcome for humanity, in the long term. In 

this, near all philosophers covered in this thesis can be seen as part of a long and ongoing tradition 

in  philosophy,  especially  political  philosophy  and  philosophy  of  education:  the  insistence  that 

“nothing short of everything will really do” (Zigler, 2015, pts. 4, 7/79). It is a fundamental principle 

of NIEMAR, in that no one-time measure will ever be enough. The challenge that technological and 

scientific  progress  poses to  current  societies are  continuously and exponentially  generated with 

every new technology or scientific discovery. It is in this way that currently existing approaches are 

band-aids; they are singular solutions to problems that are part of a network of problems generated 

ad-infinitum.  By  analogy,  they  are  like  the  anti-virus  programs  on  our  computers:  singular 

programs,  the  result  of  teams  of  competent  but  numerically  and  monetarily  limited  anti-virus 

experts,  whose resources and numbers  are  outmatched by virus-creators.  Even in the best  case 

scenarios,  there  is  always  a  lag  between  the  creation  of  a  virus,  and the  virus-scanner  update 

intended  to  fight  it.  Whether  the  virus  destroys  the  computer  in  that  interval  depends  on  the 

individual. 

One measure illustrated in Island, for example, is one aimed at teenagers, who are essentially 

biologically programmed to make big mistakes. The idea is to make sure that they are capable of 

identifying  and stopping the  biggest  of  such mistakes.  This  is  done,  in  part,  through so-called 

MACs, or Mutual Adoption Clubs. These clubs ensure that every child, though having “primary” 

parents, also has a range of involved “secondary” parents and siblings of different social, economic, 

or cultural status. It is one of the measures inspired by John Dewey's insistence on Democracy as 

“associated living” (Dewey, 2012, Chapter 7). 

It is a practice that would have many benefits, and cure many social ills of today. However, it 

also does two things of particular interest.  First,  it  exposes young individuals to many different 

contexts and ideas,  promoting a range of skills  and opportunities otherwise closed off to them. 

Second, it exposes older individuals to new lifeworlds, allows them to keep up with technological 

changes and, by extension, skills and tools that they should try and become proficient in. In other 

words: the young get skills, the old update them. Both effects would greatly mitigate many risks 
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posed to  society  by technological  innovation on an  individual  level  by allowing individuals  to 

identify them in time to make a difference. The elderly need the presence of mind to not click on 

that pop-up; the young need to realise the danger of trading privacy for safety.

Another measure illustrated in  Island is the acceptance of the psychological draw that power 

has over a certain percentage of the population (Fromm, 1992; Zigler, 2015, pts. 4, 19/79), and real 

measures  to  counteract  this  influence.  Indeed,  some of the most  apparent  risks  posed to  us  by 

technology, are those coming from the wilful desire to either do harm, or obtain power through any 

means necessary. In his description of the danger of the seductiveness of these tendencies, Fromm 

took  over  from  Huxley,  and  others,  the  aforementioned  idea  of  upward  and  downward 

transcendance.  In  particular,  Fromm pinpointed  the  problem by  explaining  how people  pursue 

transcendance tout-court. If upward transcendance is not perceived to be available to them, they will 

go the path of downward transcendence. Furthermore, the choice to favour upward to downward 

transcendence is not automatic, but reliant on neurophysiological and social conditions  (Fromm, 

1992, Chapters 10–11), i.e. the neurocultural ecosystem in which individuals find themselves. 

Thus, if one were to summarise the proposals in Island, amongst which I have explained two, I 

can  only  concur  with  Zigler's  summary,  which  is  to  have  society  “optimize  and maximize  the 

opportunity for the powerful incidental learning and socialization that takes place in any society and 

to try to ensure that these educational interactions are mutually enhancing rather than mutually 

exacerbating” (Zigler, 2015, pts. 4, 22/79). Ideally, this would be done not just in view of mitigating 

the dangers that the lovers of power and the easily manipulated pose to their societies (Zigler, 2015, 

pts. 4, 24/79), but also in view of fostering what Huxley called “elementary awareness” (Zigler, 

2015, pts. 4, 27/79). The latter idea has been somewhat left out of this thesis, but which refers to a 

number of exercises and techniques of bodily awareness as promoted by people such as Paul Rebs 

(1998)  or  more  importantly  F.  Matthias  Alexander  (1990),  the  originator  of  the  Alexander 

Technique, which both Aldous Huxley and John Dewey practiced.

The final point to make in this regard is the place of meditative techniques, defended here given 

their contribution to the skills of interest to AMR. For one observed benefit of these techniques is a  

harmonisation of various parts of the brain which, as mentioned, is an important element both for 

the individualist approach as proposed here, as well as for Virtue Ethics. Thus, taking into account 

what I wrote earlier concerning the roles of the limbic and the anterior cingulate, in emotions and 

rational thought respectively, we come to the insight that John Dewey voiced in Human Nature and 

Conduct  (2017). The idea is that of a working harmony among diverse desires, that “we enhance 
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our  capacity  for  rational,  human  moral  choices  by  promoting  a  more  integrated,  coordinated 

relationship  between  those  parts  of  the  brain  wherein  our  cognitive  powers  and  emotional 

responsiveness reside” (Zigler, 2015, pts. 4, 56/79). To do this, however, “Science is not enough, 

religion is not enough, art is not enough, politics and economics is not enough, nor is love, nor is 

duty, nor is action however disinterested, nor, however sublime, is contemplation. Nothing short of 

everything will really do” (Huxley, 1962, p. 132).
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4. Conclusion

4.01 The Technocracy Debate

I have gradually covered how the various elements of NIEMAR would fare better than existing 

approaches in dealing with the five major arenas of debate mentioned in the first chapter. First, as 

seen through the citations used throughout this thesis: advances in psychology and neuroscience 

allow us to now show the beneficial utilitarian effects of initially non-utilitarian ideas. Ideas about 

what an individual is, what it means and what it takes to become one, are now formulate-able in 

ways that even businessmen, those who tend to be in the positions to decide, can potentially be 

persuaded. Apollodorus of Phaleron could only have dreamed of such a favourable context.

As NIEMAR doesn’t deal with centralised decision-making nor community consensus, most of 

the problems related to scientific versus non-scientific thinking are sidestepped. Those that aren’t 

are less of a problem because of NIEMAR’s insistence on more fundamental conditions of general 

thinking from which moral  thinking originates,  instead of  tackling  moral  thinking directly  like 

Virtue Ethics does. At the same time, it is close enough to Virtue Ethics to potentially preserve 

Virtue Ethics’ main strength in providing a way to have knowledge find its way to action.

Furthermore, by taking on board most of the elements of the Risk Savviness approach, the 

disconnect  between theoretical  and practical  knowledge is  no longer  a  problem. Where expert-

driven approaches  mostly  denigrate  practical  knowledge,  and governance approaches  downplay 

theoretical knowledge – to grossly simplify – : NIEMAR has the two types of knowledge define 

each other. Likewise, because the suggested applications are aimed at strengthening the individual, 

aimed at reducing people’s reliance on external elements to assess and manage risks, the problem of 

the status of the knower is miniscule compared to other types of approaches. With expert-driven 

approaches this  is obvious,  but even Governance approaches still  have to deal with the always 

difficult issue of criteria of representation.

4.02 Summary

Thus, in summary, I have tried to make clear the two main problems I see within current AMR. 

One the one hand, I explained the time-gap caused by the essential nature of currently dominant 

methods, and how this time-gap is increasingly becoming a qualitatively more dangerous weakness 

as time goes on. On the other, I went into how an individualist approach could not only control for  
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this time-gap, but also give alternative answers to the current technocratic debate in AMR. I did this 

by developing a rather complex definition of the nature of individuality, and especially what I see to 

be  wrong  with  current  ways  of  conceiving  of  what  an  individual  is  or  can  do.  This  was  the 

motivation behind starting out with three significant myths to overcome that stand in the way of 

being open to the picture of individuality that I use. First, the myth that people can’t change or 

improve.  Second,  that  experts  are  innately  virtuous  or  competent.  Third,  that  the  solution  to 

increasingly complex problems is increasingly complex solutions. Only once these myths were out 

of the way did I continue to explain the definition of individuality. I insisted on the importance of 

the element of the sacred for culture, and the importance of culture for the existence of an individual 

capable of generating meaning out of life. Then, an explanation of the importance of the feedback 

loop between culture and the individual, and the role of Leisure as the intermediary in this process 

of gradual cultivation. Finally, a rough description of the stages of cultivation of the individual, 

putting stress on the existence of progress of entire civilisations that are, however, highly contingent 

and fragile to regressing if too little care is taken in the maintenance of the neurocultural aspects 

promoting upward instead of downward transcendance. 

The third chapter started by getting into some of the empirical reasons why the account of the 

progress of cultures, from the perspective of promoting ever more morally capable individuals, is 

reasonable to believe to be true.  I also dwelt  on the concept of a moral landscape as used and 

defended by Sam Harris, to indicate that just because we might call one culture superior to another, 

does not mean that there is only path or one superior culture. There might indeed be many possible 

mountains  and  valleys  of  human  achievement  and  morality,  all  however  determined  by  some 

universal  laws  related  to  human  nature  and  well-being,  much  like  gravity  and  tectonic  plates 

determine the landscape in real life.

Finally, I covered three examples of the kind of measures that NIEMAR would recommend. 

First, resisting early categorisation of individuals and especially children. Second, to educate the 

public, through any means necessary, on the many ways that their thoughts, feelings, and actions 

can be, and are, manipulated, often without their consent. Third, the use of measures such as Mutual 

Adoption  Clubs  to  re-introduce  mutual  inter-generational  learning.  At  the  same  time,  promote 

techniques and habits that encourage harmonisation of parts of the brain that are often in conflict, 

i.e. making the brain of every individual, conceived as a complex system, more resilient through 

measures such as, but not limited to, the Alexander meditative techniques. In other words: ensure 

that  routes to upward transcendance are closer  to hand than those of downward transcendance. 
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NIEMAR would recommend these measures because they do two things at the same time: first they 

improve the individual capacity for identifying and managing risks as they present themselves, and 

second they mitigate or negate a range of risks that then no longer require management.

4.03 Challenges

I can see many challenges to the implementation of NIEMAR. And although it is obviously 

impossible to mention all of them, I can see a few that seem to be in greater need of a response than 

others. These are: the possible heritability of intelligence, the inequality of civilisations, Cassandra’s 

regret, and what to do with the morally stunted. 

The first challenge relates to what seems to be the consensus about intelligence: namely that 

genetics is at least half of what determines the intelligence of individuals (Bartels, Rietveld, Van 

Baal, & Boomsma, 2002). If true, an economic level playing field, often held up as the ideal to 

strive  towards,  could  increasingly  have  the  more  intelligent  as  the  absolute  victors.  A slowly 

increasing chasm between smart and stupid with every passing generation. This would conflict with 

my previously  mentioned suggestion  that  no one  should  be allowed to  decide  the  potential  of 

children in advance. For if genetics is half the story, educating everyone to their maximum potential 

could have the averse affect of widening the gap between individuals. This problem might then be 

solved through genetic engineering or a complete overhaul of the fundamentals of contemporary 

economies, but the danger in, and difficulty of, such measures, is, I think, obvious.

A second danger is what is also illustrated by the ending of Island, namely the unequal state of 

moral  progress  of  different  societies.  Indeed,  even the  most  straightforward  examples  of  mere 

training of skills, such as the Risk Intelligence and Risk Savviness approaches, rely on universal 

application strategies if they are to be used in AMR because their effectiveness greatly depends on 

the degree to which said skills have been spread throughout a population, in a way that is very much 

analogous to how inoculations work. Above a certain percentage of non-inoculated persons, the risk 

is  exponential  for  everyone.  Island managed  to  solve  this  issue,  for  a  while  a  least,  through 

isolationism. However, in the current globalised and interconnected world,  I don’t see this as a 

viable option. Must we then undo certain aspects of globalisation and free movement of peoples? 

A third danger is about the psychology of not wanting to know – the idea that ignorance is bliss 

–. This could prove to be a fundamental stumbling block to an individualist approach. For iff there 

truly are people who are so made as to not want to know, then education won’t be able to help. This 
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might be the best argument for using NIEMAR as necessarily complementary to, not replacing, 

existing approaches; it would mean agreeing with the Virtue Ethics distinction between everyday 

and high profile rare events mentioned in the first chapter. Furthermore, even if this turns out not to  

be the case, there remains the issue of what to do with current generations that have been and will  

be deprived of the education needed to learn to want to know. Gigerenzer has done some work on  

this topic, investigating the causes of wilful ignorance (Gigerenzer & Garcia-Retamero, 2017), but a 

solution seems not to be forthcoming.

Finally, there is the danger that the current generations pose to future generations. For even if a 

miracle  occurs,  and  educational  systems  the  world  over  are  completely  overhauled,  there  still 

remains the problem of the masses of people who are essentially morally stunted compared to the 

generations that would follow, while still having access to the same technologies. Neuroplasticity is 

not limitless, and neither do working people have the kind of limitless free time that would be 

needed if it  was. Thus maybe this is the best argument for – at least temporarily – maintaining 

existing  approaches  to  AMR;  waiting  for  current  generations  to  die  off  enough  to  make  them 

needed in ever fewer context. Perhaps Virtue Ethics, despite the danger of stagnation and collapse, 

might even ease the transition. 

4.04 Final Words

In conclusion, one might start with admitting that there is no magic solution to the problem that 

this thesis tries to address. In many ways, one could make the argument that the underlying idea that 

“nothing short of everything will really do”, dooms NIEMAR to the domain of utopian thinking, 

dooms the conclusion to a wailing and gnashing of teeth saying “only God can save us”. Although I 

can't deny this, I tried to compensate for this weakness through a pragmatic argument derived from 

the uncertainty that naturally dominates when one tries to predict or give advice on how things 

should be done in the future. This is where John Dewey comes in, and the reason for the use of both 

him  and  Aldous  Huxley  in  the  third  chapter.  In  essence,  the  motivation  behind  turning  to 

pragmatism for this is to allow the shift in perspective from ‘we're all gonna die' to ‘let us try and 

shift the balance of probabilities of future events, as much as we can, towards the range of more 

positive  outcomes'.  From this,  I  have  tried  to  distil  three  cases  as  illustrations  of  the  kind  of 

measures that could be imagined to work in the more modest sense, while still being realistically 

feasible. 
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Thus  to  summarise  the  point  as  briefly  as  I  can:  measures  suggested  by  NIEMAR would 

promote a gradually increasing percentage of the general population capable of autonomous AMR; 

reduce our reliance on unwieldy and bureaucratic means while also improving the latter insofar as 

they remain necessary by gradually improving the available talent pool; while also reducing the 

problem-solution time gap risks in correlation to said percentage. Put very simply: a cyclist might 

easier  identify  problems  with  a  major  intersection  under  construction  and  act  accordingly,  the 

construction workers  might  see the same and likewise act,  passers by might  see the same and 

mention it to said workers if the latter hadn’t noticed, the designer of the new intersection might be 

better equipped to see the problem beforehand or to repair it quickly, co-workers of said designer 

would have enough fundamental understanding of AMR to comment in case the designer does not 

see the problem – etcetera –, and finally the slow and bureaucratic institutions – that are currently 

the norm – would be more likely to see the problem in those cases where the previous stages failed.  

The less this last stage is needed, the better for all of us.
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